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Abstract

This Chapter provides insight into the physical, hydrodynamic and biochemical processes
governing the transport of microplastics in estuarine environments. The focus is mainly on the
physical and hydrodynamical processes that control microplastic transport, although the role of
biochemical processes on their dynamical behaviour is discussed. The chapter begins by describing
the microplastic physical properties and their variability with the time spent in the environment
due to weathering, biofouling, and flocculation. This variability makes them different from other
suspended particulate matter and critically affects their buoyancy, deposition and erosion rates. The
more prominent hydrodynamic processes driving the transport of microplastics are then discussed.
Next, four case studies are presented to illustrate microplastic dynamics in different types of estuaries,
from well-mixed to strongly stratified. Finally, sampling and numerical approaches for analysing the
dispersion of microplastics in estuaries are reviewed.
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Highlights

• The chapter introduces the physical, hydrodynamics and biochemical processes driving the
transport of microplastics in estuaries, providing a concise foundation for the interdisciplinary
community studying plastic pollution and deepening in forefront results.

• A thorough foundation on sinking, erosion and beaching processes is presented, highlighting
the intrinsic behaviour of microplastics in relation to their wide range of physical properties
and the effects of biochemical processes such as biofouling and flocculation.

• A wide range of hydrodynamic processes for which there are first signs of evidence that they
may play a key role in the transport and trapping of microplastics are described, including
tidal-scale processes, residual circulation and internal asymmetries.

• Four study cases illustrate estuarine microplastic dynamics under contrasting environmental
conditions in different estuaries, from well-mixed to strongly stratified, with a particular
focus on flushing and trapping physical mechanisms. Microplastic dispersion and transport
trends are site-specific and highly dependent on the particle physical properties. Nevertheless,
Estuarine MicroPlastic Maxima (EMPM) seem to be a common feature in estuaries.

• The main observation techniques and modelling methods to advance knowledge of MP transport
are presented, focusing on the limitations of sampling strategies and the recommendation to
capture the representative time scales of estuarine variability.
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1. Introduction

Plastics1 are indispensable materials used in nearly all aspects of our daily lives, such as packaging,
textile, health, agriculture, building and electronics. Humanity is now producing more than 380 tons
of plastic every year, a figure that is expected to increase over the next years (Geyer et al., 2017). The
combination of this huge production, low-reusing and recycling rates, and poor policies promoting
a circular plastic economy imply a great input of plastic waste into the aquatic environment. For
instance, Borrelle et al. (2020) estimated that from 19 to 23 Mt of plastic litter - or 11% of the
global plastic waste - entered aquatic ecosystems in 2016.

Plastic pollution of aquatic ecosystems brings about a variety of environmental and socio-
economical issues, including physical and behavioural effects on aquatic organisms (e.g. Cole et al.,
2011; Andrady, 2011), habitat modifications (Gall and Thompson, 2015), loss of ecosystem services
(Smith, 2012), damage of urban infrastructures (Njeru, 2006), and economic losses such as tourism
revenues (McIlgorm et al., 2011). Microplastics1 (MPs) - particles1 of plastic1 litter with a size
ranging from 1µm to 5mm (Frias and Nash, 2019) - are particularly problematic due to their
abundance, their susceptibility to travel over long distances, and their capacity to enter the food
chain (Cózar et al., 2017; Wright et al., 2013). Microplastics present in the aquatic environment
are classified into primary or secondary depending on their source. Primary MPs are intentionally
manufactured to be that size (e.g. microbeads1 from personal care products). Secondary MPs, the
predominant category, originate from the breakdown of larger plastic items, mainly through exposure
to UV radiation and mechanical abrasion. A third intermediate category includes MPs derived from
the wear and tear of plastic products, such as car tires and synthetic fibres from laundry.

At the land-ocean interface, estuaries are privileged pathways of MPs. According to Morales-
Caselles et al. (2021), around three-quarters of plastic waste reported in the ocean comes from
land-based sources, mostly via rivers and estuaries (Lebreton et al., 2017). Other than rivers, sources
of MPs in estuaries include atmospheric transport (Allen et al., 2021), direct run-off (Treilles et al.,
2021), and ocean- or estuarine-based sources such as ports, sewage or vessels (Napper et al., 2022).
However, not all plastic entering estuaries are flushed into the ocean (van Emmerik et al., 2022). In
the same way that sediments and particulate organic matter are trapped in estuaries (Burchard et al.,
2018), MPs might also accumulate in convergence zones. Estuarine benthic sediments, riverbanks
and riparian vegetation could constitute important sinks for MPs (Simon-Sánchez et al., 2019;
Martin et al., 2019; Tramoy et al., 2020a). This potential accumulation can prevent a significant
portion of MPs generated in river catchments from reaching the sea, but also may significantly affect
the growth of plant species in saltmarsh edges and benthic communities such as microphytobenthos
(e.g. Díez-Minguito and de Swart, 2020; Miró et al., 2020).

Even although MPs could get trapped, they can be remobilised from these hot-spots at different
time scales from tidal to pluriannual (e.g. Tramoy et al., 2020a) and accumulate in a different
location. A major challenge for scientists is to assess the relationships between sources and sinks
of MPs at the continuum river-estuary-ocean. This is a complex task, and general rules do not
exist because sources and sinks are very site-specific. Systematic studies aiming to identify MP
concentration trends in conjunction with the physical drivers of their transport and trapping in

1Term defined in Section 2
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different types of estuaries are crucial to gain insight into this research issue, as well as to evaluate
environmental and socio-economical risks, and prevent waste from reaching the ocean.

In recent years, the number of studies in estuaries has rapidly increased (e.g. Yonkos et al., 2014;
Cohen et al., 2019), although the distribution, fluxes and fate of MPs remain largely unknown. This
is partially due to the novelty of the area of study and the complexity of this research issue. Studies
on MP transport are relatively less abundant than studies on ecotoxicity, adsorption or ageing
(Rozman and Kalčíková, 2022) and mainly focused on ocean and regional scales (e.g. Lobelle et al.,
2021; Baudena et al., 2022). The wide range of sizes, shapes, and densities make the dynamical
behaviour and the water-bed exchange of MP complex. On top of that, the absorption of chemical
contaminants and the formation of biofilms and aggregates further enhance this complexity (Kooi
and Koelmans, 2019). The complex sedimentary behaviour plays a particularly relevant role in the
transport of MP in estuaries. Compared to the open ocean, estuaries are generally very shallow,
and the three-dimensional structure in the water column greatly contributes to material transport,
including light neutrally buoyant particles (Jalón-Rojas et al., 2019b). Deep knowledge of the
dynamical properties of MPs under the effect of biogeochemical processes is therefore essential to
progress in understanding estuarine MP transport.

This chapter provides a comprehensive and coherent overview of the physical mechanisms and
hydrodynamical processes involved in the transport and trapping of MPs in estuarine environments.
It includes the introduction to fundamental concepts and processes, most of them common to
sediment transport research, recent findings on the specific dynamical behaviour of MPs, and site-
specific examples to elucidate and gain insight into estuarine MP transport and the spatio-temporal
distribution of this pollutant. The chapter mainly focuses on physical mechanisms, although the
effects of biochemical processes such as biofouling2 or flocculation2 on transport processes are
discussed. While many of the mechanisms described here also drive the transport of macroplastic2

debris, the chapter mainly focused on the transport of MPs. Two of the major differences are the
significant influence of windage (i.e., direct drift by wind) for macro-debris and the distinct sinking
behaviour of micro and macro debris as it relies on the size and shape of the items (Section 4.3).
These differences imply that the resulting distribution of micro and macro debris at different time
scales may follow different patterns under the effect of the same environmental conditions.

Given the interdisciplinary nature of plastic pollution research, this chapter begins with a list of
definitions (Section 2) aiming to facilitate the reading and understanding of the different terms and
concepts by readers with different backgrounds.

Section 3 describes the physical properties of MPs and the processes that modify such properties
in the aquatic environment, such as weathering, biofouling, mechanical degradation and subsequent
fragmentation, and flocculation.

Section 4 provides a comprehensive picture of the mechanisms of MP transport, explaining
fundamental concepts, and introducing recent knowledge on the dynamical behaviour of MPs and new
parameterisations. The section includes processes such as advection, turbulent diffusion, beaching,
washing-off, deposition, salting, rolling, sliding, and elaborates on vertical processes such as sinking,
buoyancy and resuspension.

Understanding MP transport patterns requires thorough knowledge of the driving hydrodynamics

2Term defined in Section 2
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in estuaries. Section 5 provides a comprehensive description of what is known about the different
hydrodynamic processes that affect the transport of microplastic in estuaries.

The relative influence of the various physical processes on the trapping and exporting dynamics
of MPs in different types of estuaries is evaluated in detail in Section 6 through four case studies.
The presented examples include observations, idealised simulations and realistic simulations. Even
if there is a bias toward our own work in European Atlantic estuaries, the selected case studies
represent a wide range of types of estuaries according to the circulation-stratification diagrams by
Geyer and MacCready (2014); Valle-Levinson (2008), from well-mixed to salt-wedge estuaries.

Section 7 illustrates different observation strategies and techniques and different types of modelling
tools to advance the knowledge of MP transport processes and spatial-temporal patterns in estuaries.
Finally, Section 8 summarises several key ideas presented in this Chapter, including research
perspectives.

2. Definitions

• Biofouling: Growth and accumulation of micro and macro living organisms (bacteria, algae,
invertebrates) on living or non-living surfaces. This coating is named biofilm.

• Bottom shear stress: Force per unit area exerted by the fluid in motion on the bed, in a
direction parallel to the bed surface. Shear stress (τ , in N ·m−2 or Pa) is calculated as a
function of the shear velocity (u∗, in m · s−1) and water density (ρ, in kg ·m−3):

τ = ρ(u∗)2 (1)

• Buoyancy: Upward force defined by the Archimedes Principle “A body immersed in a fluid
will experience an upward force due to hydrostatic pressure equal and opposite to the weight
of the fluid displaced by the body”. Buoyancy forces also arise from the variations of density
in a fluid subject to gravity leading to a wide range of phenomena in fluid mechanics (Turner
and Turner, 1979), including stratification3 in estuaries.

• Dimensionless particle diameter: Dimensionless number introduced by Shield (1936)
typically used in sediment studies to describe the particle size by considering the particle
Reynolds number, i.e. the nature of the surrounding flow and its settling velocity. It is
calculated as follows:

D⋆ = (

ρs−ρw

ρw
g

ν2
)1/3D (2)

where ρs is the particle density, ρw is the water density, g is the gravity acceleration, ν is the
kinematic velocity of the fluid, and D is the particle size.

• Estuarine circulation: Tidally-averaged3 along-channel velocity through an estuarine cross-
section.

3Term defined in Section 2
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• Estuarine Microplastic Maxima (EMPM): Similarly to Estuarine Turbidity Maxima
(ETM)4 definition, EMPM are defined as zones of elevated suspended microplastic concentration
(hot-spots) in estuaries (Díez-Minguito and de Swart, 2020).

• Estuarine Turbidity Maxima (ETM): Region of elevated tidally-averaged4 suspended
sediment concentration that often occurs in coastal-plain, salt-wedge, and river-dominated
estuaries, where they influence the morphodynamic development, biogeochemical cycling, and
contaminant redistribution of these systems (Jay et al., 2015; Burchard et al., 2018).

• Exchange flow: term used to emphasises that the estuarine circulation4 is commonly
structured in space (e.g., incoming flows of denser water and outflows of lighter waters near
the surface). This flow may be primarily responsible for exchanging water and substances
between the estuary and the ocean (Geyer and MacCready, 2014).

• Flocculation: Aggregation of fine organic or inorganic particles into flocs due to cohesive
forces and organic polymers and coatings (Andersen et al., 2021).

• Microbead: Manufactured microplastic of less than 1mm used in a mixture as an abrasive,
i.e. to exfoliate, polish or clean (modified from ECHA (2020)).

• Macroplastic: Plastic object or fragment characterised by an external dimension higher than
5mm.

• Microplastic (MP): “Any synthetic solid particle or polymeric matrix, with regular or
irregular shape and with size ranging from 1µm to 5mm, of either primary or secondary
manufacturing origin, which are insoluble in water” (Frias and Nash, 2019). Natural polymers
that have not been chemically modified are excluded (ECHA, 2020).

• Nanoplastic: Idem than microplastics4 but with size (all dimensions) between 1 nm and 1µm

(Gigault et al., 2018).

• Particle: Minute piece of matter with defined physical boundaries (ECHA, 2020). Also
referred to as item.

• Plastic: Synthetic or semi-organic polymers4 made from raw material such as oil, petroleum,
and plants through the use of chemicals and condensation to induce molecular bonding. Their
capacity to deform irreversibly without breaking (or plasticity) makes it possible for plastics
to be moulded into solid objects of various shapes.

• Polymer: Materials made of long, repeating chains of joined individual molecules. They have
unique properties (e.g. density, hardness, tensile strength, machinability, formability, etc.)
depending on the type of molecules and how they are joined. Polymers range from natural
biopolymers, such as wool or cotton, to synthetic plastics, such as polystyrene.

• Stokes drift: Net drift velocity in the direction of wave propagation caused by a phase lag
between wave elevation and wave currents. Stokes drift is present under progressive wave

4Term defined in Section 2
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conditions such as surface gravity waves and tides. It induced a landward accumulation of
water and momentum, resulting in a water level gradient that generates a seaward return flow
called Stokes return flow.

• Richardson number (Ri): Dimensionless number that evaluates the relative importance of
the vertical shear (changes in current velocities with depth) and the stratification5 induced
by gravitational effects. Turbulent mixing induced by vertical shear is expected to overcome
buoyancy5 forces and breakdown stratification when the Richardson number is below the
threshold value of 0.25. Otherwise, a stable stratified configuration prevails over turbulent
mixing.

Ri = − g

ρ0

∂ρ/∂z

(∂u/∂z)2
, (3)

where g is the gravity acceleration, ρ0 the reference density and u the mean horizontal velocity.

• Rouse number (Ro): Dimensionless number that indicates the mode of particles transport
through several threshold values: bed load (Ro > 2.5), 50% suspended (1.2 < Ro < 2.5), 100%
suspended (0.8 < Ro ≤ 1.2) and wash load (Ro ≤ 0.8).

Ro =
ws

κu⋆
, (4)

where ws is the settling velocity, κ is the von Karman’s constant and u∗ is the shear velocity.
Transport modes are explained in detail in Section 4.

• Stratification: Division of the water column into layers with different densities caused by
differences in salinity, temperature or both. It is one of the most important characteristics
of estuaries as it affects vertical mixing and, therefore, the vertical distribution of chemicals,
biota and particles. Stratification arises due to the input of freshwater into saline embayments,
wherein the influence of gravity causes the freshwater to override the saltwater (Chapter 2.03
of this treatise).

• Tidal pumping: Covariance between suspended particulate matter concentration and current
velocity. For example, in a flood-dominant estuary, more particles are resuspended during the
flood tidal phase (characterized by stronger currents), which results in up-estuary pumping of
particles despite a net down-estuary advective flux (Scully and Friedrichs, 2007).

• Tidal range: Height difference in water level elevation between successive high and low tide.

• Tidally-averaged or subtidal or residual: Averaged value of a parameter over a tidal
cycle. According to Geyer and MacCready (2014), this term indicates that a low-pass filter
has been applied to the time series of a property to reveal its low frequency features.

5Term defined in Section 2
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3. Physical Properties of Microplastics and their Variability

3.1. Size

Microplastics6 are commonly defined as plastic particles having the largest dimension smaller
than 5mm. In contrast, nanoplastics6 have the largest dimension smaller than 1µm. In this
chapter, the nanoscale is left aside as the physico-chemical behaviour and biological interactions of
nanoplastics are dissimilar from those of microplastics (Ter Halle and Ghiglione, 2021), and most of
the sampling techniques used in estuaries do not cover the nanoscale (minimum sampling size of
5µm). In practice, the size limitation of MPs is fully dependent on the used sampling technique,
which generally varies from 5µm (manta nets) to 300µm (filtration) (Section 7). The size range of
MPs is similar to that of natural sediments such as clay, silt and sand, hence similarities can be
found between MP and fine sediment dynamics (Browne et al., 2010; Rodrigues et al., 2019).

Small MPs seem to be predominant in the aquatic environment. Figure 1 shows the size
distributions of MPs from 9 observation studies compiled by Kooi and Koelmans (2019). The
sampling location, mainly the sea surface, or the plastic type were highlighted for some studies. Data
shows two different patterns. Either there is a decrease in particle concentration with increasing
sizes, or an initial increase in concentration with particle size, followed by a decrease similar to
the first-mentioned pattern. There are two possible explanations for this second pattern. Either
the smallest particles are easily overlooked in the sample analyses, leading to a bias; either wind
mixing, biofouling6 or aggregation decrease the abundance of small MPs in surface waters (Kooi
and Koelmans, 2019).

Figure 1: Microplastic abundance in function of particle sizes (after Kooi and Koelmans, 2019).

3.2. Density

There is a wide diversity of plastics present in the marine environment and their density depends
to a large extent on the chemical composition. Some of the most commonly found polymers6

are polyethylene (PE), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polypropylene (PP), polystyrene (PS),

6Term defined in Section 2
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Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and polyamide (PA) (Geyer et al., 2017). The density of such polymers7

ranges from 0.89 to 0.98 g · cm−3 for PE, from 0.96 to 1.45 g · cm−3 for PET, from 0.83 to 0.92 g · cm−3

for PP, from 0.95 to 1.10 g · cm−3 for PS, from 1.10 to 1.58 g · cm−3 for PVC and from 1.02 to 1.15

for PA (Waldschlager and Schuttrumpf, 2019a; Zhang, 2017). The density of plastic material may
deviate from the original polymer density due to the addition of stabilisers, fillers and additives
during the manufacturing. This property plays an important role in its dynamics. MPs with a lower
density than the ambient water density will tend to float, while MPs with a greater density than the
ambient water density will tend to sink. More details on the sinking behaviour of MPs are given in
Section 4.3. Microplastics of the same size and shape but different density may therefore not be
subjected to the same forcing. For instance, MPs floating at surface waters will suffer wind forcing,
while high-density sinking MPs will be subjected to bed shear instabilities.

3.3. Shape and colour

MPs exist in different colours and shapes (see examples in Figure 2). During inspection procedures,
MPs are generally classified under shape categories, such as beads, fibres, pellets, fragments, foam
and films. The most abundant MP shape category in the aquatic environment is fibres (48.5%),
followed by fragments, beads, films, and foam (Burns and Boxall, 2018). Shape hugely impacts the
dynamical behaviour of MPs as detailed in Section 4.3. For instance, a fibre, a film and a sphere
of same major dimension and density, will not settle or rise at the same velocity. Consequently,
MPs of different shapes can be subject to different forcing and show different spatial and temporal
distributions. MP shape is usually quantified through parameters such as the Corey shape factor
(Kooi and Koelmans, 2019). This widely-used parameter is calculated from the three mean lengths
of the particle as

CSF =
c√
a · b

(5)

where a, b, and c are the longest, intermediate, and shortest sides. Other parameters are based
on the equivalent spherical diameter, roundness, surface area and perimeter (Kowalski et al., 2016;
Kooi and Koelmans, 2019; Van Melkebeke et al., 2020).

During inspection procedures, MPs are also classified by colours, as it may help to deduce the
original source of MPs. However, even the colour of microplastics may play a role in their fate as it
makes them look like prey for marine organisms. In particular, transparent, white, yellowish and
blue particles are preferentially ingested (Oben Mbeng et al., 2021; Parvin et al., 2021).

7Term defined in Section 2
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Figure 2: (a) Example of MPs of different sizes, shapes and colours from the surface waters of Arcachon Bay (Photo:
F. Le-Bihanic, ARCPLASTIQUE project); (b) biofouled MP sheet; (c) biofouled MP fibre (Jalón-Rojas et al., 2022)

3.4. Alteration of physical properties: weathering and aggregation

The physical and dynamical properties of MPs vary in time and space in aquatic environments due
to various physical, chemical and biological processes, thereby resulting in significant modification
of their dynamics. In coastal waters, MPs are exposed to weathering by wave action, solar exposure,
mechanical shear, thermal oxidation, and biological degradation. Wind, waves, and tides generally
cause their mechanical abrasion on beaches or on the bed (Cooper and Corcoran, 2010; Sipe et al.,
2022). Solar exposure induces a photodegradation of the polymer8 matrix leading to embrittlement
(Andrady et al., 1998). Despite the durability of plastic polymers, weathering causes the generation
of cracks up to the MP fragmentation into smaller pieces. However, fragmentation is a long iterative
process. It takes decades to centuries to degrade an entire plastic bottle into microplastics.

Weathered MPs exhibit altered physical and dynamical properties, such as size, colour, mechanical
properties, specific surface area and sorption capacity, compared to pristine ones (Liu et al., 2020).
The impact of weathering on MPs relies on their composition. For instance, a laboratory experiment
that exposed MPs to UV light for 12 months and mechanical abrasion for 2 months demonstrated
that PS and PP were more significantly fragmented than PE (Song et al., 2017). Smaller sized MPs
produced by fragmentation may also be more easily ingested by marine organisms. Readers can
refer to Jahnke et al. (2017) and Liu et al. (2020) for more details on weathering processes.

After spending some time in aquatic environments, a biofilm can develop on the MP surface.
This process called biofouling8 consists of the generation of a coating made of living micro- and
macro-organisms (e.g. bacteria, plankton, algae, mussels). Figure 2.b-c illustrates examples of

8Term defined in Section 2
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biofouled MP. The time necessary for generating a biofilm fluctuates depending on the MP size
and surface area, the type of polymer9, the biological activity, and ambient water characteristics
(Karkanorachaki et al., 2021; Rummel et al., 2017). Weathering enhances the formation of biofilm
by increasing the specific surface area of MPs. Biofouling affects size, shape and, to a greater extent,
MPs density. The consequences of these changes on the MP dynamical behaviour, particularly on
buoyancy and sinking, are discussed in Section 4.3. Biofouling is supposed to be the main reason
that makes initially negatively-buoyant particles sink below the upper water (Amaral-Zettler et al.,
2021).

This accumulation of biomass on the MP surface also promotes aggregation with sediment
or other MPs due to the binding properties of biofilm. Small MPs in the size range of cohesive
sediments (i.e., clay, silt, and fine sand; 0.1˘250µm) can aggregate with fine sediments into flocs as
a result of cohesive forces and organic polymers and coating (Andersen et al., 2021). This process of
flocculation9 implies an increase of size and modifies the density of the virgin particle by forming
pores between the aggregated particles filled with ambient waters. These changes also influence
the sinking behaviour of MPs (Section 4.3). The first studies of MPs flocculation suggest that the
timescale of flocculation is relatively short. For example, it takes only two hours for PVC MPs
incubated in a solution of 100mg · L−1 suspended sediment concentration to flocculate (Andersen
et al., 2021). Moreover, particles such as films, fibres or foam which are characterised by a high
surface area to volume ratio are prone to biofouling and aggregation (Ryan, 2015).

4. Transport Mechanisms: Fundamentals and Influence of Biological and Chemical
Processes

This section describes the different modes of MP motion in estuarine and coastal environments and
the underlying processes. Even though this is a relatively young research topic, decades of research
in sedimentology and hydrodynamics aiming to understand the transport of natural sediments,
flocs, and aggregates (see, e.g., compilation in Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004) provide the
theoretical background and foundations to describe the transport behaviour of MPs. Nonetheless,
the heterogeneous nature of MPs implies that some concepts and parameterisations must be revised
or adapted. In particular, as described in Section 3.4, weathering, biofouling, and aggregation
processes can modify the physical properties of particles significantly, affecting their transport
behaviour. Some of these processes, such as biofouling9 and flocculation9, can be particularly
important in highly productive (Kvale et al., 2020) and hyperturbid (e.g. Andersen et al., 2021)
systems, respectively, and must be considered when studying MP transport. Here, the fundamental
processes of transport are described, as illustrated in classical literature on sediment research (e.g.
Chapter 2.15 of this book), and introduce recent advances from experimental, observational, and
numerical works aiming to understand, quantify or parametrise the transport behaviour of MPs.

Depending on their physical properties, MPs are transported in estuaries as wash load, in
suspension, or as bed load. A MP is considered as suspended when it is floating within the water
column. MPs are kept in suspension by turbulent mixing (Section 4.1), against gravity (settling,
Section 4.3). Wash load also refers to suspended particles but, unlike suspended load, the effect of

9Term defined in Section 2
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particle (positive) buoyancy10 dominates over turbulent mixing (Section 4.3). Positive buoyant MPs
are typically transported as wash load, close to the water surface (Iwasaki et al., 2017). Neutral
buoyant MPs and very small particles such as fibres are typically transported as wash load, uniformly
distributed across the flow field (Lefebvre et al., in prep). Bed load refers to transport in a thin
layer near the bed surface. Negative buoyant MPs can be transported as bed load, especially large
high-density MPs, or in suspension (Ballent et al., 2012; Waldschlager and Schuttrumpf, 2019b). In
this chapter, the focus is on the wash and suspended transport modes. Transport modes can be
affected by biofouling and aggregation processes. For example, pristine low-density particles initially
transported as wash load at surface waters can switch to the sediment-load mode after colonisation
by organisms or flocculation with fine sediments (Figure 2.b-c). Below, the different processes of MP
transport are addressed (outlined in Figure 3), particularly the settling and the effects of biofouling
and flocculation on it.

Figure 3: Key processes affecting the transport of microplastics.

4.1. Advection and turbulent diffusion

Advection is the transport of MPs caused by the movement of a fluid. It requires currents in
the fluid to transport MPs by advection at an average rate equal to the average water velocity in
the environment. The currents in estuaries are induced by tides, river inflow, wind and density
gradient, as explained in Section 5. For example, for a cluster of MPs arriving at the upper estuary
by seaward river currents, advection will move all the particles downstream. Mathematically, fluid
motion is described as a vector field v(x, y, z, t) that represents the velocity of the fluid at the point
(x, y, z) at the instant t.

Turbulent diffusion or dispersion is the spread of a cloud of substance or particles such as MPs
by random and chaotic (turbulent) motion. In the example of a cloud of MPs arriving at the upper
estuary, while advection carries the centre of mass of the cluster downstream, diffusion spreads
out the cloud to a larger, less concentrated region (see Figure 4). Turbulent diffusion occurs in
non-uniform turbulent flows by the fluctuations in the velocity fields at scales smaller than the cloud,
or by horizontal or vertical velocity gradients at scales larger than the cloud, which cause horizontal

10Term defined in Section 2
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or vertical shear dispersion (Fischer et al., 1979). It is considered analogous to molecular diffusion,
but it occurs much more rapidly, becoming a fundamental transport process. The turbulent diffusion
in the horizontal and vertical dimensions is usually called horizontal dispersion and vertical mixing,
respectively. Vertical mixing is particularly important in estuarine dynamics, as it impacts the
stratification11 and thus exchange flow11 (Geyer et al., 2008). Different estuarine physical processes
such as tidal straining or turbulence damping by stratification may affect vertical mixing and,
therefore, MP transport as detailed in Sections 5 and 6.

Our inability to predict an instantaneous fluid velocity field, and therefore turbulence, translates
into uncertainty in estimating the transport of MPs by turbulent dispersion and vertical mixing.
As for molecular diffusion, the quantitative assessment of turbulent dispersion is based on Fick’s
law (Fick, 1855) and a diffusion coefficient K [m2s−1], also called dispersion coefficient or eddy
diffusivity at the horizontal dimension (Kh), or eddy viscosity at the vertical dimension (Kv). The
dispersion coefficient is the rate at which particles (or a substance) can spread. It depends on the
mixing length (eddies can vary from small Kolmogorov microscales to subtropical gyres) and the
turbulent intensity (Okubo and Ebbesmeyer, 1976), being several orders of magnitudes larger than
molecular diffusivity. Consequently, it varies with the environment and the fluid conditions, rather
than on the properties of the particles or substance; at a turbulent scale, the dispersion coefficient
for salt, heat or MPs has the same size.

Figure 4: Schematic representation of the spatial and temporal variability of a cloud of particles transported by
advection and diffusion.

4.2. Beaching, washing-off and burial
MPs can reach land and beach on river banks, intertidal flats, salt marshes, tidal inlets and

beaches. Beached MPs can be washed-off or be trapped or buried on the coast. Although these
phenomena of stranding and remobilisation to the water still lack hindsight, recent research provided
insight into the role of nearshore physical processes (e.g. Stokes drift11 and wind-driven currents)
and the effect of different factors, particularly at sandy beaches: environmental conditions, the
physical properties of MPs, and beach-specific factors such as the morphology, orientation, and type
of sediment (Bowman et al., 1998; Chubarenko et al., 2018b; Ryan et al., 2018; Pinheiro et al., 2019;
Lo et al., 2020; Forsberg et al., 2020).

11Term defined in Section 2
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MPs transported in surface layers (either positively buoyant MPs or negatively buoyant MPs
kept in suspension by turbulence) can be dragged by shoreward currents to the beach (Chubarenko
et al., 2018a). The nature of these shoreward currents (induced by tides, river flow, wind, and/or
waves) depends on the specific system and the estuarine region and can vary significantly over
time depending on the environmental conditions. The direct action of wind (windage) can also
lead to the beaching of macro-debris. Figure 5 presents the monthly variability of the beached
MPs concentration at three regions - the inner bay, the mouth and the outer bay- of a mesotidal
lagoon (Arcachon Bay, French Atlantic coast), together with the time series of several environmental
forcing (significant wave height, wind velocity, and river flow) over the same period, (Lefebvre et al.,
2021). The tidal range12 was similar for the different sampling dates. The highest concentrations of
beached MPs were found during energetic hydrodynamic conditions (strong wind, wave and river-flow
conditions). The fact that the different environmental factors followed a similar seasonal variability
(as they respond to the same large-scale atmospheric forcing; Castelle et al., 2017; Jalón-Rojas and
Castelle, 2021), makes the assessment of the individual role of each factor on beaching a difficult
task. Nevertheless, some interesting results are highlighted:

1. Wind is a key factor for beaching: onshore (westerly) strong wind favoured the MP beaching,
particularly at the mouth and inner bay sites, which are protected from swell and exposed to
onshore wind. Laboratory experiments have also demonstrated that low-density MPs beached
under onshore winds, while offshore winds pushed them back (Forsberg et al., 2020).

2. Strong waves can enhance the transport of MPs toward the coast through the Stokes drift12

and the beaching of MPs at the outer bay. Curiously, this site presented the lowest MP
concentration and the poorest correlation with waves and wind characteristics. This may be
explained by the fact that strong onshore wind events dispersed MPs toward the upper beach
before the sampling, as also suggested in previous studies (Browne et al., 2010), making the
study of beaching even harder. Readers can refer to Alsina et al. (2020) for more details on
the effects of Stokes drift on MP transport.

3. The highest beaching concentrations also matched with flood events, particularly at the mouth
and inner bay sites. This factor is not directly linked to beaching in this bay, but it can favour
the entrance of MPs into the lagoon. Karthik et al. (2018) also highlighted a relationship
between river flow and MPs concentration at beaches of the southeast coast of India.

12Term defined in Section 2
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Figure 5: Monthly variability of a) MPs concentration (in MP ·m−2) at three beaches of Arcachon Bay (no data
means that concentration was 0MP ·m−2), b) significant wave height (Hs, in m), c) wind speed (m · s−1) and
direction (see wind rose) and d) mean daily discharge of the Leyre river (Q, in m3 · s−1). Data from December 1st
2018 to December 31st 2019 (after Lefebvre et al., 2021)

.

Negatively-buoyant heavy MPs that sink at local waters and are hardly transported by surface
on-shore currents cannot beach. Nevertheless, similarly to sands, this kind of particles can be
transported up-slope to the shore through repetitive upward jumps from the bottom (see erosion
and saltation processes in Section 4.4) and subsequent onshore transport by the Stokes drift at
beaches influenced by waves, at the lower or outer estuary (Chubarenko et al., 2018a; Forsberg et al.,
2020; Jalón-Rojas et al., 2022). Figure 6 presents the result of the laboratory experiments carried
out by (Forsberg et al., 2020), aiming to understand the cross-shore transport and beaching of
different types of MPs (low- and high-density spheres, sheets and fibres) in a wind-wave flume under
controlled conditions. The presented case study corresponds to the reference case consisting of regular
waves and no-wind. Nearly all heavy plastic sank to the bottom after release and progressively
moved onshore as explained above, due to the enhanced Stokes drift by wave asymmetry (see also
Section 5.2) in the shoaling zone. The local balance between return flow and wave forcing trapped
these particles in the breaking zone. Low-density particles were transported onshore by Stokes drift
and, near the breaking point, most of the particles were advected to the beach by the roller across
the surf zone. Interestingly, most of the sheets, characterised by a more neutral buoyancy13, were
transported offshore by return flow and trapped in the surf zone.

MPs and litter stranded in beaches can be washed off by the incoming tides (Johnson, 1989;
Johnson and Eiler, 1999; Hinata et al., 2017), swash waves and wave-induced nearshore currents

13Term defined in Section 2
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(Isobe et al., 2014; Kataoka and Hinata, 2015), or be buried by sediments. A study on Israeli
Mediterranean beaches (Bowman et al., 1998) suggests that, unlike the previous example in French
Atlantic beaches, stormy events favour the remobilisation of debris, rather than beaching. The
balance between input and export of debris may be beach-specific and depend on the environmental
conditions and other beach characteristics. For example, Bowman et al. (1998) suggested that
morphological elements such as ridge and runnel can trap litter, and beach wide plays a vital role
in the deposition/remobilisation rates. According to this study, narrow beaches characterised by a
higher range of dynamics presented lower depositional rates. Sediments can also play a key role
in stranding MPs. For example, beach rocks provide sheltered habitats where MPs can deposit in
great amounts (Pinheiro et al., 2019).

Figure 6: Cross-shore distribution of (a) low-density and (b) high-density MPs at the end of the experiment carried
out by Forsberg et al. (2020) in a wind-wave flume (after Forsberg et al., 2020).

In the upper and middle estuarine regions, there are evidences that MP beaching and washing-off
processes are controlled by tides and flooding events. Tramoy et al. (2020b) released 50 plastic
bottles equipped with GPS-trackers in the Seine River and Seine Estuary (France) that were subject
to several beaching/remobilisation events. All the bottles were beached at least one time at different
sites. Except one, bottles were stranded for periods longer than 12h (one complete tidal cycle). The
stranding/transport time ratio was nearly three times lower in the estuary than in the river. Water
level changes by river flow also played an essential role in beaching and straining, particularly on the
riverbanks upstream. In this region, debris can be stranded in floodable areas near the main channel
(Tramoy et al., 2020a) and be remobilised due to water level changes induced by river discharge,
wind, and waves induced by navigation.

Vegetation can be an important element to trap stranded plastic debris in estuarine intertidal
zones. For example, Gonçalves et al. (2020) quantified litter retention in the Amazonian estuary
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and found a higher number of items in the vegetated habitats (around 73% of the recovered litter).
do Sul et al. (2014) showed that mangrove forests tend to retain plastic debris for long periods, from
months to years.

Further research based on laboratory experiments, field observations and numerical modelling
is needed to further understand processes of beaching, remobilisation and burial at the different
estuarine regions. Among the great unknowns, it should be highlighted the flux of MPs between the
intertidal areas and the main channel, and the processes governing these exchanges.

4.3. Buoyancy and settling: effect of biofouling and flocculation

A particle submerged in a still fluid is subject to the gravity force, a drag force caused by the
motion of the particle through the fluid and the buoyancy14 force defined by Archimedes’ principle
(Figure 7) (Dietrich, 1982; Hallermeier, 1981). When these forces are in equilibrium, negatively
buoyant particles settle at a constant speed called settling, terminal or sinking velocity; positively
buoyant particles rise at a constant speed called rising or upward terminal velocity. The (settling or
raising) terminal velocity of any particle depends on the particle physical properties (density, size,
shape, roundness, surface texture; Dietrich, 1982; Ballent et al., 2012), and this is the case of MPs
(Kowalski et al., 2016; Khatmullina and Isachenko, 2017).

Figure 7: Settling or raising velocity [m · s−1] from the force balance of falling or raising (biofouled) microplastic. ρP

[kg ·m−3] is the particle density, ρF [kg ·m−3] is the fluid density, g is the gravitational acceleration [m · s−2], VP is
the particle volume, AP is the cross-sectional area of the particle, and CD [−] is the dimensionless drag coefficient. See
detailed formulation at Dietrich (1982). The illustration of the biofouled microplastics was extracted from Rummel
et al. (2017).

Figure 7 summarises the terminal velocity equation of a particle in still water. Other than
particle physical properties, the estimation of terminal velocities [m/s] requires the estimation of the
drag coefficient CD, which quantifies the drag force. This coefficient usually depends on the particle
Reynolds number, which relies in turn on the terminal velocity:

R =
ws/rρwDp

ν
(6)

14Term defined in Section 2
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where ν is the fluid kinematic viscosity [m2s−1] and Dp is the particle size. Terminal velocities of
particles are therefore calculated iteratively from empirical formulations of the drag coefficient and
the Reynolds number equation.

Several experimental studies have measured the settling and rising velocities of different types
of MPs, evaluated the pertinence of existing drag models, and even proposed new drag model
formulations. Kowalski et al. (2016) was the first study entirely dedicated to conducting sinking
experiments with MP fragments of different sizes and densities. It revealed a significant deviation
between their measurements and predictions using the drag model by Dietrich (1982), classically
used for sediments. Khatmullina and Isachenko (2017) evaluated the settling behaviour of spherical
and cylindrical particles. Waldschlager and Schuttrumpf (2019a) conducted not only settling but
also rising experiments on a wide range of MPs and determined the influence of particle shape on
the terminal velocity. They showed (e.g.) that fibres and films will generally have a lower settling
velocity than spheres. Van Melkebeke et al. (2020) also evaluated the settling behaviour of different
types of MPs, including films, whereas Jalón-Rojas et al. (2022) explored the settling and rising
behaviour of thick sheets and small fibres. Except for Melkebeke, which proposed a single drag
model to predict the settling behaviour of all the types of particles, all the other studies proposed
shape-specific formulations. Table 1 compares values of settling and rising velocities estimated by
these studies, together with the type of particles considered at each experiment.

Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the terminal velocities of MPs observed by Van Melkebeke et al. (2020)
and Jalón-Rojas et al. (2021), respectively, as a function of the dimensionless diameter15, which
considers both particle density and size. In general, terminal velocity increases with the particle
density and size (Figure 7). However, there are some exceptions depending on shape as it affects
the mass to surface ratio and, consequently, the drag forces do not apply similarly for each shape
category. For the same density, velocities of fibres are much smaller than for other shapes and
independent of their length (Figure 9.a). Settling and rising velocities of sheets increase with size
up to a threshold and then decrease (Figure 9.b-c). This is related to the fact that larger sheets
oscillate about a horizontal axis in their own plane, which increases the drag coefficient and slows
down the vertical motion.

15Term defined in Section 2
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Figure 8: Results of the laboratory experiments carried out by Van Melkebeke et al. (2020): Settling velocity of
non-buoyant MP fragments, fibres and films as a function of their dimensionless diameter17. (After Van Melkebeke
et al., 2020)

Figure 9: Results of laboratory experiments carried out by Jalón-Rojas et al. (2022): settling (ws, a-b) and raising
(wr, c) velocities of pristine and biofouled MP fibres (a) and sheets (b-c) as a function of the dimensionless diameter
D⋆17. The colorbar in (b) represents the biofilm distribution index (BDI). A high BDI indicates a highly irregular
distribution of biofilm.
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As introduced in Section 3.4, particle density and therefore settling or rising capacities can
significantly change over time under the effect of biofouling18 (Rummel et al., 2017). Several
experimental (e.g. Amaral-Zettler et al., 2021; Fazey and Ryan, 2016) and modelling (e.g. Kooi
et al., 2017; Lobelle et al., 2021) studies have demonstrated that floating particles may become
negatively buoyant after several weeks in marine waters due to density increase by biofilm attachment.
To gain further insight into the dynamical behaviour of biofouled MPs, Jalón-Rojas et al. (2022)
measured the vertical velocities of polyester PS fibres (settling), polyethylene terephthalate PET
sheets (settling) and polypropylene PP sheets (rising) with two degrees of biological colonisation
(pristine and aged 3 months in marine water). Figure 9 illustrates the results of these experiments.
Biofouled PES fibres (photo in Fig. 2.c) had slightly higher settling velocities than pristine ones
(Fig. 9.a). However, the authors demonstrated that this increase is likely related to changes in fibre
orientations during their fall triggered by biofilm rather than to density increase.

In the case of PET sheets, there were no significant differences in settling velocities between
pristine and biofouled particles despite the increase in density due to biofouling (Fig. 9.b). For the
same size, biofouled sheets (photo in Fig. 2.b) could have either higher or lower settling velocities than
pristine sheets. This was explained by a double effect of biofilm. On the one hand, biofilm increased
the particle density and therefore its sinking capacity. On the other hand, irregularly-distributed
biofilms triggered horizontal oscillations of sheets over their vertical trajectories, increasing drag
coefficients and decreasing settling velocities. The balance between these two effects determines
the increase or decrease of settling velocity. The distribution of biofilm was quantified through a
Biofilm Distribution Index (BDI) in Figure 9.b so that BDI = 1 represents a well-distributed biofilm
while BDI = 5 represents a distribution of biofilm highly irregular. This index can be added to
drag-model formulations to improve the prediction of settling velocities (see Jalón-Rojas et al., 2022,
for details). Biofouled PP sheets were characterised by a thin regular cover of biofilm that did not
induce instabilities in motion. In that case, biofilm only increased particle densities and decreased
rising velocities (Figure 9.c).

The settling or rising behaviour of particles is thus very sensitive to the nature and degree of
biofouling, which can vary in turn for different polymers18, shapes and environmental conditions.
Predicting the evolution of biofilm and terminal velocities over time is therefore a big challenge.
With this regard, Karkanorachaki et al. (2021) proposed empirical relationships for different types of
MPs and Kooi et al. (2017) developed the first theoretical model based on environmental parameters.
This type of model is still based on numerous assumptions but is a promising tool to improve the
description of settling behaviour and improve the prediction of MP transport (e.g. Lobelle et al.,
2021; Fischer et al., 2021).

Flocculation18 can also significantly affect the settling behaviour of very small MPs (see descrip-
tion in Section 3.4). A laboratory experiment conducted by Andersen et al. (2021) revealed that
polyvinylchloride MPs characterised by sizes ranging 63− 125µm readily floculate with fine cohesive
sediments when they are exposed to suspended sediment concentrations observed in hyper-turbid
estuaries. Consequently, the resulting aggregates sank faster than individual MPs, at rates charac-
teristic of sediment microflocs or macroflocs. This result implies that small MPs entering estuaries
from riverine sources are likely to be trapped in the estuarine turbidity maximum zone, be deposited

18Term defined in Section 2
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on the bed and become part of fluid mud deposits.
Moreover, the variations of water composition (e.g. salinity, temperature, pH) in estuaries due

to the mixing of riverine and marine waters, air-water exchanges and radiation can also impact
the sinking behaviour of MPs. Therefore, the MP terminal velocity can vary spatially along the
estuarine axis. For example, virgin PS particles have a higher settling velocity in estuarine water
than at the coastal sea (Kaiser et al., 2017).

4.4. Deposition, resuspension, bottom transport and burial

Sinking MPs can reach the bottom of the estuary and be deposited. Once deposited, particles
can remain there or be remobilised again by currents. This remobilisation process is known as
erosion (Van Rijn et al., 1993). Depending on the particle properties and the flow regime, eroded
MPs can be resuspended into the water column as suspended load or be transported as bed load.
Assuming that MPs behave similar to sediments, they can be transported as bed load by rolling,
sliding and saltation. These processes are mainly triggered by gravitational and tractive forces
that move particles at velocities slower than the flow (Bagnold, 1973). Sliding and rolling particles
remain in continuous contact with the bed while salting particles jump for a short time above the
bed. Saltation happens at relatively higher current velocities than rolling and sliding. Resuspension
requires higher velocities and more turbulent conditions than bed load transport. This process can
be an important source of particles into the estuarine water column, particularly in well-mixed
estuaries. For example, Figure 10 shows the concentration of MP fragments observed at three tidal
phases and three water depths in the middle Seine estuary (La Roque station, France), Gasperi and
Cachot (2021). Given that tide in this estuary is flood-dominant, the peak of MP concentration at
middle and bottom depths after the highest flood current velocities evidences the strong resuspension
of MPs from the bottom. A considerable amount of suspended particles also occurred during the
highest ebb current velocities.

Figure 10: Water level (m) and concentration of MP fragments (MP/m3) observed at three tidal phases and three
water depths at La Roque station, in the Seine estuary (after Gasperi and Cachot, 2021).

Understanding and quantifying the erosion behaviour of MPs is essential for a detailed estimation
of the transport capacities of MPs in estuaries. Numerical modelling of MP transport requires an
accurate parameterisation of erosion behaviour in order to deposit or remobilise particles over time
under the influence of the flow velocity field. The beginning of particle erosion occurs when the
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bottom shear stress τ19 reaches the value required to mobilise those particles, known as critical shear
stress τc, which depends on the particle properties and the sediment bed (Van Rijn et al., 1993; van
Rijn, 1998). The critical shear stress of particles can be determined experimentally. The “Shields
curve” (Shields, 1936) is often used to relate critical shear stress τc [N ·m−2] to the particle size D

[m] or the particle Reynolds number Rep [−] (Chubarenko et al., 2018b). This curve is based on
experimental tests on natural sediments and establishes the limit between “no motion” and “motion”
(see the black line at Figure 11). The dimensionless shear stress parameter or Shield parameter θ

[−] relates to the shear stress τ0 [N ·m−2] as

θ =
τ0

(ρp − ρf )gD
(7)

where ρp [kg ·m−3] is the particle density, ρf [kg ·m−3] is the fluid density and g is the gravitational
acceleration [m · s−2]. The particle Reynolds number is defined as

Rp =
u∗D

ν
(8)

where u∗ is the shear velocity [m/s] defined as u∗ =
√

τ0
ρp

and ν is the fluid kinematic viscosity

[m2/s]. Van Rijn et al. (1993) modified the Shield curve to a more specific curve that considers
particle density, water density and water viscosity. Readers can refer to chapter 2.15 of this book
for a detailed explanation of the theory and parameterisation of (sediment) erosion.

In a more recent experimental study, Waldschlager and Schuttrumpf (2019b) estimated the
critical shear stress of 14 MPs with different shapes, density and sizes on different sediment beds
(from fine sand to fine gravel, including mixing sediments), and tested the applicability of Shield
diagram. Critical shear stresses ranged from 0.002 N/m2 (polystyrene spheres on a smooth bed,
Di = 4.83 mm) and 0.233 N/m2 (pellets of polyethylene terephthalate on fine gravel, Di = 2.7
mm), depending on particle and sediment properties. Figure 11 compares the results of these
experiments with the Shield diagram and shows that half of the MPs moves earlier than natural
sediment would. Waldschlager and Schuttrumpf (2019b) also evidence the impact of sediment bed
through the “hiding-exposure effect”: larger particles on a bed of smaller grains are exposed and
therefore are more likely to be eroded. Smaller particles on a bed of larger grains are less exposed
and therefore more protected from erosion but, on the other hand, also have lower critical shear
stress than the bed sediments and can be remobilised more easily than sediments. They proposed
the following formulation that takes into account this effect and can be used to determine the critical
shear stress of MPs on natural sediment:

Θc,
∗
i = 0.5588Θ∗

c(
D50

Di
)−0.503 (9)

where Θc,
∗
i is the critical Shields parameter of the MP [-], Θ∗

c is the critical Shields parameter of the
sediment bed [-], Di [m] is the MP diameter and D50 [m] is the median grain size of the sediment
bed.

19Term defined in Section 2
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Figure 11: Results of the laboratory experiments carried out by Waldschlager and Schuttrumpf (2019b): dimensionless
Shield parameter of different types of MPs as a function of their Reynolds number and comparison with the Shield
curve (van Rijn formulation, black line). Circles size indicate the relative size of particles, which ranges from 0.75 mm
to 5.04 mm (after Waldschlager and Schuttrumpf, 2019b).

MPs that remain on the bed can be buried by sediments and become part of the sediment bottom.
The large presence of MPs observed at bottom sediment samples in estuaries, such as the Loire
(Phuong et al., 2018), Seine (Gasperi and Cachot, 2021), Kwazulu-Natal (Naidoo et al., 2015), Ebro
(Simon-Sánchez et al., 2019) and Pearl River (Fan et al., 2019)), is evidence of that. Key questions
related to burial rates, the role of sedimentary processes on burying or the effect of the type of
sediments needs future research. A relevant hypothesis is that the estuarine turbidity maximum20

may have a key role in trapping MPs, as it favours flocculation of small particles (Section 4.3,
Andersen et al., 2021) and is associated with fluid mud layers that can bury MPs. For example, a
MPs monitoring campaign performed in the Seine estuary (Gasperi and Cachot, 2021) revealed that
the most polluted bottom sediments were found at the location of the Estuarine turbidity maxima
(ETM)20.

5. Physical processes controlling the transport of microplastics

The physical processes that govern the fate of MP debris in estuaries are as varied as those for
suspended sediments can be (e.g. Burchard et al., 2018; Dyer, 1995). Their accumulation in hot
spots, flushing or trapping can depend on a plethora of hydrodynamic processes, and also on the
physicochemical and mechanical properties of the MP discussed in the preceding sections. This
section reviews some of the more prominent hydrodynamic processes for which there are signs that
they may play a role in the transport of MPs in estuaries. They are schematised in Figure 12.

20Term defined in Section 2
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Figure 12: Sketch of different physical processes thought to be relevant in controlling the transport of MP in estuaries.

The relative importance of hydrodynamic processes in the transport of MPs depends on the
particular biomorphological setting of the estuary and the spatio-temporal variability of marine,
atmospheric and fluvial forcing. Although it is important to be aware that different processes
operating at different scales may impact MP concentrations at other scales due to non-linear
interactions, it is sometimes convenient to conceptually separate them into two temporal scales of
variability: intratidal and subtidal (or tidally-averaged/residual21). On one hand, tidal variability
mostly occurs at well-defined frequencies from approximately 1/25 to 1/6 hr−1 that can be precisely
determined from the equilibrium theory of tides (Dronkers, 1964). Sometimes the term intratidal
is used to refer to variations within a particular semidiurnal or diurnal cycle. Tidal variability in
currents, elevations and other dependent variables can be modulated at spring-neap or equatorial-
tropical cycles. On the other hand, subtidal variability occurs at frequencies lower than 1/25 hr−1.
The terms tidal-averaged21 or residual are often preferred to emphasise that this variability is of
lower frequency than tides and emerges when averaging is applied to (e.g.) the current field. Tidal
averaging is often necessary to understand the low-frequency variability in time series. Residual

21Term defined in Section 2
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circulation can be induced by non-linearities in tidal propagation, tidal rectification processes, tidal
and internal asymmetries, tidal pumping22, Stokes drift22, and changes in estuarine circulation22.
The latter includes the influence of river flow, gravitational circulation, and wind-driven circulation,
among others (Jay, 2010).

5.1. Tidal variability

Since tides are generated by the gravitational pull of the Moon and the Sun, tidal currents and
elevations are usually expressed as a sum of harmonics with well-known frequencies (or periods T ).
The dominant circulation modes in mid-latitude estuaries are usually driven by tidal variability
induced by diurnal (mainly TK1 = 23.93 hr, TO1 = 25.81 hr, TP1 = 24.06 hr) and semidiurnal
(mainly TM2 = 12.42 hr, TS2 = 12.00 hr, TN2 = 12.65 hr) constituents. Diurnal constituents induce
diurnal inequalities in tidal records and their superposition induces the 27.32 days equatorial-tropical
variability. The superposition of the M2, S2, and N2 constituents yields spring-neap cycles, including
the modulation of characteristic period 28.46 days due to the perigean and apogean tides caused
by ellipticity of the lunar orbit (Dronkers, 1964). The superposition of diurnal and semidiurnal
constituents alone defines to a larger extent the tidal range22. According to their tidal range, an
estuary is termed microtidal when its tidal range is less than 2m, mesotidal when it is between 2m

and 4m, macrotidal when it is greater than 4m, and hypertidal when it is greater than 6m.
Tidal elevations, and particularly currents, also vary along the estuary. Tides transform in

their propagation throughout the estuary depending on the balance between channel conver-
gence/divergence and friction (e.g. Savenije, 2005). Channel convergence/divergence affects elevations
due to mass conservation and hypsometry. It also affects tidal current due to channel narrowing
or widening and dissipation. Friction increases with increasing velocity, shallower water columns
and higher river discharge, thereby dissipating energy from the tide. If convergence effects exceed
those of friction, the tidal range experiences an increase as the tidal wave propagates landward
(hypersynchronous estuary). Where convergence and friction are balanced, the tidal range is expected
to remain constant along the estuary. If friction overcomes convergence, the tidal range decreases as
the tidal wave propagates landward (hyposynchronous). Notice that the dominant processes may
change from stretch to stretch in an estuary, which allows a process-based zonation of estuaries.
Moreover, the dominant processes may also change from spring to neap tides or from equatorial to
tropical tides. The competing roles of channel convergence and friction may utterly drive subtidal
movements, which in turn influence the long-term variability of estuarine suspended particulate
matter such as MPs.

Although separately primary semidiurnal and diurnal harmonics are periodic in time, when
combining a number of them, such as the M2, K1, and O1 constituents, asymmetrical low-frequency
flow patterns can arise, driving a net residual transport (Hoitink et al., 2003). However, the
most common form of tidal asymmetry is induced in shallow waters by nonlinear interactions
between constituents. These interactions emerge from quadratic non-linearities in the tidal mass
and momentum topographtion equations (Parker, 1991) and depend on several factors such as the
bathymetry, the topography, the tidal regime and river discharge (e.g. Guo et al., 2015; Jalón-Rojas
et al., 2018; Losada et al., 2017). Significant ebb-flood asymmetries can be observed in both elevation

22Term defined in Section 2
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and current records when the tidal range is not vanishing relative to water column depth. Two
primary waves propagating through a nonlinear system (and shallow estuaries indeed are) generate
new harmonics with frequencies that are sums or differences of the primary frequencies, viz. overtides
and compound tides, respectively. For instance, the mutual nonlinear interaction between M2 and the
principal solar constituent, S2, produces, besides the overtide MS4 (TMS4 = 6.10 hr), the fortnightly
compound tide MSf (TMSf = 14.76 days). The interaction of the M2 with itself produces the overtide
TM4 = 6.21 hr. Other examples are the nonlinear interactions between diurnal or/and semidiurnal
constituents that produce overtides that occur at periods TSO3 = 8.19 hr, and TMK3 = 8.17 hr. All
of them produce asymmetries in the flow. Nevertheless, compound tides, due to their long periods,
rather affect subtidal water levels (Buschman et al., 2009; Losada et al., 2017). Since the M2 is the
most energetic constituent in many estuaries, ebb-flood asymmetry in levels and currents is usually
described by the superposition of M2 and its first overtide M4 (Blanton et al., 2002; Friedrichs and
Aubrey, 1988; Lanzoni and Seminara, 1998; Speer and Aubrey, 1985). If ebb-flood tidal asymmetry
results in shorter but more intense floods and longer, weaker ebbs, there is a flood dominance. This
typically occurs in estuaries in which tidal variations in channel depth are more important than
variations in its width (i.e. channelised estuaries). In an estuary dominated by tidal variations in its
width (i.e. estuaries that show large extensions of intertidal flats or marshes), low tide propagates
faster, resulting in shorter falling tides and ebb dominance. Additionally, river discharge yields
ebb-flood tidal asymmetry by dissipating tidal energy (e.g. Godin, 1991; Horrevoets et al., 2004),
changing wave celerity (e.g. Godin, 1985; Losada et al., 2017), and enhancing overtides through the
energy transfer from the principal bands to the lower and higher frequencies (e.g. Elahi et al., 2020).

5.2. Tidally-averaged variability

Overall, suspended particulate matter is not constituted by passive tracers, i.e., it does not
respond instantaneously to flow oscillations, and it usually shows lags with respect to the flow. Lags
can be produced by a variety of causes (Dyer, 1995), such as settling and deposition lags due to
flocculation23 (Section 4.3) and erosion lags due to critical shear stress (Section 4.4), with different
processes being important for different particle types. Tidal asymmetry, for instance, may produce
a residual transport of particulate matter even when there is no residual movement of water. In a
flood-dominated estuary with no net residual movement of water, there would be neither residual
movement of floating MPs (considering they are unaffected by wind). On the contrary, sinking
MPs would be only transported landward during floods if the bed shear stress during ebbs does not
exceed the critical shear stress.

Overall, lags yield non-zero temporal covariances between suspended particulate matter con-
centrations, water elevations, and currents, thereby producing a net residual transport (Burchard
et al., 2018). Several authors have proposed different decompositions of the tidally-averaged23(and
depth-averaged or sectionally-averaged) transport to relate covariances between those variables with
their lags, and thus identify the relevant underlying mechanisms that utterly control the transport
(e.g. Dyer, 1988, 1995; Becherer et al., 2016; Díez-Minguito et al., 2014; Uncles et al., 1985). Although
these studies focused on suspended sediments, transport mechanisms may be extrapolated to a
certain extent to MPs. Transport induced by a non-zero temporal covariance between current and

23Term defined in Section 2
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concentration is often referred to as tidal pumping24 (Figure 13.a). This transport arises (e.g.) in
a flood-dominated estuary in which higher suspended particle concentrations occur during floods
than during ebbs. Transport associated with the covariance between current velocity and water
depth (Figure 13.b) is commonly referred to as the Stokes24 transport (e.g. Jay, 1991; Van Sebille
et al., 2020). These mechanisms are known to be relevant in the MP transport in several estuaries,
such as the Guadalquivir Estuary and the Garonne Tidal River, whose cases are discussed below.
Also, tidal pumping seems to be relevant in the MP transport in the middle part of the Seine
estuary (see Figure 10). The highest current velocity at mid-flood induces higher resuspension rates,
higher vertical mixing, and thus higher concentrations of MP fragments at the lower layers of the
water column. Microplastics are then transported further landward during floods and deposited
at high-water slacks. Conversely, the weaker peak of MP fragments during ebb currents evidences
lower rates of resuspension and subsequent lower seaward transport rates. Consequently, there is a
net residual landward transport over each tidal cycle.

Figure 13: Panel a: Sketch of tidal pumping transport due to the covariance between current (blue arrows) and
suspended particulate matter concentration (red dots). Panel b: Sketch of the Stokes mass transport induced by the
covariance between current velocity and water depth. Panel c: Sketch of the strain-induced periodic stratification
process associated with the strain of the density profiles by the vertically-sheared horizontal currents. Arbitrary
current vertical profiles are sketched.

24Term defined in Section 2
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5.3. Internal asymmetries

Internal asymmetry modes induced by vertically-sheared tidal currents contribute to the exchange
flow25. Consider a positive (see below), stratified estuary with isopycnals tilted seaward. Flood
currents, larger near the surface than near the bottom, tend to reduce the tilting of the isopycnals,
thereby reducing stratification25 and enhancing eddy viscosity. On the contrary, out flowing ebb
currents strain the isopycnals increasing their tilting and, therefore, increasing stratification. If the
tilting is strong enough, the increase in stratification may inhibit vertical mixing, thus reducing
eddy viscosity. This process is known as tidal straining due to the effect of the alternate M2 current
field in the isopycnals. The term Strain-Induced Periodic Stratification (SIPS) has also been coined
for this process (van Aken, 1986; Simpson et al., 1990; Stacey et al., 1999), emphasizing that periods
of high and low-density stratification occur at intratidal scale (Figure 13.c). SIPS is dynamically
significant only for intermediate values of the Simpson number (Si approx. 0.2), which compares the
effects on the strain of isopycnals with those of the turbulent kinetic energy (Geyer and MacCready,
2014).

This time-dependent eddy viscosity yields overall a non-zero covariance with the vertically-sheared
horizontal velocity (Eddy viscosity-Shear COvariance, ESCO). This results in a new forcing that
drives a residual contribution to the exchange flow that can affect the particle trapping inside the
estuary (Jay and Musiak, 1994; Dijkstra et al., 2017). ESCO includes, as a particular case, tidal
straining or SIPS. In fact, not only tidal straining produces a time-dependent eddy viscosity, but
also (e.g.) river discharge and wind (Dijkstra et al., 2017). Moreover, the eddy viscosity does not
have to be (intra-tidally) asymmetric to result in a residual circulation: this mechanism is present
even for symmetric eddy viscosity. Also, the M2 eddy viscosity does not have to be the only one that
produces a residual current. Any time-varying viscosity component results in a residual circulation
if there is an associated velocity component (i.e., a non-zero ESCO between them).

5.4. Estuarine circulation and hot-spots of MP accumulation

The longitudinal salinity gradient that characterises any estuary produces a baroclinic pressure
gradient force that drives the (subtidal) gravitational circulation25 (Hansen and Rattray Jr, 1966).
The longitudinal salinity gradient is normally maintained by freshwater inflows from the catchment
to the estuary and wind and (mainly) tidal mixing, thereby yielding a salinity decrease from the
ocean toward the head of the estuary. Estuaries presenting this salinity pattern are usually referred
to as positive estuaries. In the case of inverse (or negative) estuaries, which may be typically found
in arid or semiarid regions, the longitudinal salinity gradient inverts its sign because the salinity
increases landward due to excess evaporation (e.g. Largier et al., 1996). An estuary may change
from positive to negative behaviour seasonally (Largier et al., 1997). Whereas the river flow-induced
circulation is directed seaward, the gravitational circulation (in positive estuaries) is characterised
by a vertically-sheared longitudinal flow separated into two layers: a seaward flow near the surface
and a deep water landward flow. The term density-driven circulation is employed when both river
flow-induced and gravitational circulation are lumped together.

Surface local wind stress is potentially capable of also inducing a steady two-layer circulation,
viz. wind-driven circulation, with near-surface flows moving in the wind direction and compensating
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flow near the bottom moving in the opposite direction (Hansen and Rattray Jr, 1966; Geyer, 1997).
Wind-driven circulation plays a relevant role in the net flow in shallow-water estuaries, tidal flats
and marshes, and rias, embayments and coastal lagoons subject to long-term wind systems (see Ría
de Vigo study case). Nevertheless, not-fully developed wind-driven circulation in estuaries is more
common than a steady one, and, if wind is highly variable, its contribution to the net estuarine
circulation is usually overwhelmed by other mechanisms (Geyer and MacCready, 2014). Additionally,
remote winds on the continental shelf change the water level near the mouth. This causes a set-up
or set-down of the water level depending on the wind direction that also contributes barotropically
to the net estuarine circulation (Garvine, 1985).

The estuarine circulation is known to be one of the main drivers of the formation of ETM26

(e.g. Burchard et al., 2018). Relationships between estuarine circulation and the trapping and
formation of Estuarine MP Maxima (EMPM)26, i.e. hot-spots of MP accumulation within the
estuary, are less commonly reported (e.g. Bermúdez et al., 2021; Díez-Minguito and de Swart, 2020).
Besides tidal and internal asymmetries, convergent flows, either on the surface or near benthic layers,
induced by the estuarine circulation and bathymetric features, are key to understanding the EMPM
formation where trapping of both floating and sinking MPs occurs. Similarly, flow convergence also
occurs in the edge of plumes and coastal fronts, contributing to the accumulation and trapping of
floating debris (Van Sebille et al., 2020). Readers can refer to Chapter 2.11 of this treatise for a
detailed description of coastal front dynamics. The estuarine circulation exerts a control over the
salinity mixing and stratification26, which in turn control the fluxes of salt within the estuary. Their
combined influence determines the intensity of the exchange flow. In fact, according to their vertical
salinity stratification, estuaries can be classified as salt-wedge and from strongly to weakly-stratified
or well-mixed (more details in Section 6). Weakly stratified or partially mixed estuaries typically
exhibit the largest exchange flows (e.g. Geyer and MacCready, 2014).

6. Case studies

Four case studies are presented to illustrate MP dynamics in different types of estuaries. These
are the Garonne Tidal River (GTR), Guadalquivir River Estuary (GRE), Ría de Vigo (RV), and
Adour Estuary (AE) (Figure 14). This selection covers a range of types of estuaries, from well-mixed
to strongly stratified, according to the classification diagram of Geyer and MacCready (2014), which
has become a standard estuarine parameter space, that is utterly based on the values of the principal
forcing variables, i.e. the tidal velocity and the freshwater flow (Figure 14). Each case describes the
estuary and methodological aspects. A discussion of the MP dynamics is provided, focusing on the
physical processes and environmental conditions driving their transport, potential accumulation and
flushing toward the ocean.

26Term defined in Section 2
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Figure 14: Left: Location of the case study sites analysed in this chapter: (1) The Garonne Tidal River, (2) The
Guadalquivir River Estuary, (3) The Ría de Vigo Estuary, and (4) The Adour Estuary. Right: Mapping of the case
studies in the Geyer and MacCready (2014) diagram. The nondimensional parameter M accounts for the vertical
mixing, whereas Fr is the freshwater Froude number. RV estimates from Gilcoto et al. (2016), GRE estimates from
Díez-Minguito and de Swart (2018), Adour estuary from Defontaine et al. (2019).

6.1. The Garonne tidal river

6.1.1. Site description

The Garonne Tidal River (GTR, SW France) is the upstream region of the Gironde-Garonne
fluvial-estuarine system, located on the French Atlantic coast (Figure 15 a). It extends over 95
km between the Gironde estuary, at its confluence with the Dordogne River, and the limit of
tidal influence. The Garonne river discharge varies seasonally, with maximum (up to 4720 m3/s)
and minimum values (up to 50 m3/s) in winter and summer, respectively (data for 2005-2014;
Jalón-Rojas et al. (2015)). GTR is macrotidal, with tidal ranges from 4 to 6.2m at the rivers
confluence (Jalón-Rojas et al., 2018). Tidal range27 and current velocities increase toward the
land over 60 km from the confluence of the rivers due to the convergent width (hypersynchronous
behaviour), and rapidly decrease in the narrow upstream sections because of frictional dissipation
(hyposynchronous behaviour). Tides and tidal currents are strongly asymmetrical, characterised
by longer falling durations and greater maximum flood currents (flood dominance). This tidal
asymmetry increases up-river due to the nonlinear effects of bottom friction and river discharge
(Jalón-Rojas et al., 2018).

Although salinity intrusion has been observed at the lower reaches of the GTR during dry
summers (Schmidt, 2020), the tidal river is hardly affected by salinity-induced density gradients
and can be classified as well-mixed. Tidal pumping27 is the main mechanism leading to landward
transport and accumulating sediments in a pronounced ETM27 (Jalón-Rojas et al., 2015, 2021).

To this day, there are no observational studies of MP pollution in the GTR. However, de Carvalho
et al. (2021) have quantified the MP concentrations (size range 700µm− 5mm) in surface water
at 14 sites across the Garonne river catchment, upstream of the GTR. Microplastic concentration
averaged 0.15 items ·m−3, ranging from 0 to 3.4 items ·m−3, and showed a strong seasonal and spatial
variability concentration. The level of urbanisation mainly influenced the spatial variability and

27Term defined in Section 2
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hydrological condition drove the temporal variability, with higher concentrations in urbanised areas
and warm seasons with low discharge. Furthermore, observational surveys of marine macrodebris at
the Bay of Biscay highlighted peaks of debris abundance near the mouth of the Gironde estuary in
winter (Galgani et al., 1995). Therefore, the GTR seems to be a significant pathway of debris and
MPs to the Atlantic French coast.

6.1.2. Methods

The modelling framework iFlow (Dijkstra et al., 2017; Brouwer et al., 2018) was applied to
explore the relative distribution of different types of MPs along the GTR and the underlying physical
processes contributing to their longitudinal transport. iFlow is an idealised width-averaged 2DV
model that uses a simplified description of the geometry and physical mechanisms (Figure 15.b),
allowing for the systematic analysis of flow and sediment transport in single-branch estuaries and
tidal rivers. The model is forced by an M2 tide and an M4 tide at the mouth (x = 0, Figure 15.b)
and a constant river discharge at the landward boundary (x = L, Figure 15.b). The implementation
of iFlow to the GTR published in Jalón-Rojas et al. (2021) was used to study sediment transport
(morphology and forcings for the year 2014; domain highlighted in Fig 15.a). This implementation
was fully validated for the hydrodynamics. The transport module has been extended here to study
MP transport by including state-of-the-art vertical velocity parameterisations: Waldschlager et al.
(2020) for spheres and fibres and Dioguardi et al. (2018) for sheets (see Section 4.3). Readers should
refer to Dijkstra et al. (2017) and Jalón-Rojas et al. (2021) a detailed description of iFlow and the
model settings of the GTR implementation, respectively.

Figure 15: (a) Map of the Gironde-Garonne fluvio-estuarine system. Dotted lines delimit the model domain. (b)
Geometry of the tidal river in the idealiszed model (After Jalón-Rojas et al., 2021).

The present application represents an exploratory implementation of iFlow to the study of MP
transport in estuaries, particularly at the GTR. Six scenarios are presented. They combine: two
contrasted hydrological conditions - low (200m3s−1) and moderate (675m3s−1) river discharge -
during spring tides, and three types of particles:
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(i) Particles with neutral buoyancy28 (ws = 0mm · s−1), which englobe (1) MPs with a density
similar to that of water, and (2) MPs with a polymer28 density lower to that of water whose
global density has increased up to get a neutral buoyancy due to biofouling.

(ii) Negative buoyant particles with a very small settling velocity (ws = 0.5mm · s−1), similar to
that of the finest sediments presented in the estuary (Defontaine et al., 2023). This category
also represents particles that start to fall down due to biofouling (Sections 3.4 and 4.3)

(iii) Negative buoyant particles with a small setting velocity (ws = 2mm · s−1), characteristic of
polyester microfibers (1− 5mm) from fishing nets (Jalón-Rojas et al., 2022). This category
may also represent flocs of small microplastics and sediments (Sections 3.3 and 4.3).

A complete assessment of MP dynamics should include a larger range of hydrodynamic conditions
and types of plastics. However, as discussed in Section 6.1.3, these scenarios already provide a
good picture of the mechanisms driving MP dynamics in the GTR. Other than settling velocity,
the calibration of the transport module needs to provide the value of surface MP concentration at
the lower boundary cx=0. Due to the lack of data, this parameter could not be derived. Therefore,
only the ratio of the tidally-averaged28 (residual) concentration c/cx=0 is shown (i.e. c/cx=0 = 1 at
x = 0), allowing us to evaluate the relative distribution of MPs along the longitudinal axis.

6.1.3. Microplastic dynamics

Figure 16 illustrates the longitudinal distribution of the depth-averaged residual concentration
c/cx=0 (Fig. 16.i), and the normalised transport capacity29, together with the different physical
mechanisms contributing to it (Figure 16.ii-iv), for the three types of particles and the two river
discharges considered. Readers may refer to Dijkstra et al. (2019) and Jalón-Rojas et al. (2021) for
a full description of each of the physical mechanisms contributing to transport derived from iFlow.
Positive and negative values of transports denote upstream and downstream transport capacity,
respectively; the zero-crossing from positive to negative corresponds to convergence zones and
potential hot-spots of MPs.

According to the simulations, neutrally buoyant particles (ws = 0mm · s−1) are completely flushed
downstream the GTR, toward the Gironde estuary, for both low and moderate river discharges
(c/cx=0 = 0, Figure 16.i). For both hydrological conditions, the main physical processes driving the
seaward transport are river-induced flushing of MPs (river-river component) over the upper 30 km,
and tidal-river interactions (river component) over the lower 70 km (e.g. tidal asymmetry caused
by the tide-river interaction and river-induced flushing of tidally resuspended MPs) (Figure 16.ii).
These results are transferable to higher river discharges and positive buoyant particles, which would
also be flushed out by river-induced fluxes.

28Term defined in Section 2
29The MP transport that occurs when there is an abundance of MPs Dijkstra et al. (2019)
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Figure 16: (i) Tidally- and depth-averaged c/cx=0 over the GTR and (ii-iv) contribution of the different physical
mechanisms to the MP transport capacity per meter width (and integrated over depth) during low (a, 200m3s−1)
and moderate (675m3s−1) river discharge and spring tides for three types of particles: (ii) ws = 0mm · s−1; (iii)
0.5mm · s−1; (iv) 2mm · s−1. Negative values indicate export, while positive values indicate import. The total net
transport of all terms is plotted in a black dashed line.

These two river-related contributions also are the dominant mechanisms influencing the (seaward)
total transport capacity of the two types of negatively buoyant particles during moderate river
discharge (Fig 16.iii.a and Figure 16.iv.b). As a result, the potential presence of particles is limited to
the vicinity of the GTR mouth, with a relative distribution of MP concentration c/cx=0 decreasing
from 1 to 0 over the lower 20 km (Figure 16.i.b). For low river discharge, the river-related seaward
contribution is balanced by components leading to MP import, in particular the tidal asymmetry
caused by the M2 and M4 tides entering the tidal river (external M4 tide), the tide-averaged effect
of advection of MPs and, for the scenario ws = 0.5mm · s−1, also the contribution of the Stokes
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drift30 and the corresponding return flow (tidal return flux) (Figure 16.iii.a and 16.iv.b). The river
contribution is dominant for particles with ws = 0.5mm · s−1, and the total transport is directed
downstream. Consequently, the relative distribution of MP concentration c/cx=0 decreases very
gradually from 1 to 0 over the lower 60 km (Figure 16.i.a). For particles with ws = 2mm · s−1,
the tidal asymmetry caused by tidal forcing is the dominant mechanism at the lower reaches. A
convergence point appears indicating the trapping of MPs in a EMPM30 at 45 km from the GTR
mouth, with average concentrations up to 4.5 times higher than at the GTR mouth.

In conclusion, river flow-induced circulation and tidal-river interactions are dominant processes
for the transport of: (a) positively and neutrally buoyant particles for all the hydrological conditions;
(b) particles with slight negative buoyancy for moderate and high river discharges. Tidal asymmetry
caused by M2 and M4 tides entering the GTR from the Gironde estuary is the main process inducing
the trapping of negatively buoyant particles such as fibres from fishing nets and flocs of small
microplastics and sediments in the GTR. Denser particles tend to fall near the sources and be locally
resuspended near the bottom layer (see Adour Estuary case in 6.4) or be transported by bed load
transport. Finally, it should be noted that this model study is highly idealised and includes simplified
representations of geometry, bed friction, eddy viscosity and, consequently, some physical processes.
Observations of MP concentrations are also needed to validate these trends. Even if results should be
interpreted with caution, this study provides fresh insight into the main mechanisms that potentially
affect MP transport in a well-mixed macrotidal tidal river such as the GTR.

6.2. The Guadalquivir River estuary

6.2.1. Site description

The Guadalquivir River Estuary (GRE) is a prototype of a well-mixed, narrow estuary. It is
located in the SW part of the Iberian Peninsula (Figure 17), and extends about 110 km from its
mouth, which opens to the Gulf of Cádiz (Atlantic Ocean), to the head dam at Alcalá del Río
(Figure 17). The tidal river part comprises its last stretch, approximately from Seville to Alcalá del
Río. The climate in the river catchment is mostly Mediterranean, which yields freshwater pulses
typically occurring during the wet season (October-April), after periods of (normal) low river flows.
Freshwater discharges from the head dam are usually below 40m3s−1. Tides are mesotidal and
semidiurnal. Different processes control the tidal propagation in the GRE (Díez-Minguito et al.,
2012). In the lower part of the estuary, tidal amplitudes decrease upstream (hyposynchronous). In
the middle part of the estuary, channel convergence and friction seems to be in balance. In the tidal
river part, the estuary is hypersynchronous: reflection at the head dam and channel convergence
overcome the effects of friction on the tidal propagation. The estuary is flood-dominated, thereby
exhibiting shorter, more intense floods and longer, weaker ebbs. Despite GRE exhibits a reduced
primary production because of the high suspended sediment concentration (Ruiz et al., 2017) and
present socio-economic issues regarding the exploitation of the resources the estuary provides (Ruiz
et al., 2015; Llope, 2017), it still constitutes a highly valuable ecosystem that has been identified as
a key nursery area for many marine fish and crustacean species (González-Ortegón et al., 2015).

30Term defined in Section 2
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Figure 17: Map of the Guadalquivir River Estuary including the MP sampling sites (circles; Stations 0 and 1).

6.2.2. Methods

The MP dynamics in the GRE discussed below is mainly based on the joint analysis of field data,
laboratory-processed samples, and idealised modelling output.

Samples of plastic debris inside the estuary were obtained from an still ongoing long-term
ecological research program (e.g. González-Ortegón et al., 2012). This research program consisted of
monthly field campaigns in the lower and middle part of the GRE under different runoff, salinity
and precipitation conditions. Samples were collected at maximum flood and ebb on a lunar monthly
basis from 2014 at Stations 0 and 1 (Figure 17) from a boat anchored to the bottom and equipped
with three large manta nets. The concentration and basic properties of MPs were determined from
the samples. Subsequent sieve separation, dissection by a stereo microscope, and Fourier Transform
Infra-Red (FTIR) spectroscopy laboratory analyses of the samples were performed. The plastic
nature of 94.3% of the particles were confirmed and plastic items were thus classified (Bermúdez
et al., 2021).

Between 2008 and 2011, another extensive monitoring program was carried out in the GRE by
the installation of a remote real-time monitoring network, involving acoustic Doppler current-metres,
CTDs, turbidimeters, and tidal gauges that were installed close to the main axis of the navigation
channel (details of the equipment and locations of the instrumentation can be found in Navarro
et al., 2011). The potential physical processes affecting the MP transport are discussed from the
field data produced by this monitoring network.

Regarding the idealised modelling approach, Bermúdez et al. (2021) discussed the relative
influence of the river discharge, tidal straining, the density-driven, and the wind-driven circulation
on the MPs distribution infered from the monitoring program by González-Ortegón et al. (2012).
The model was based on a tidally-averaged 2D model that can be seen as a simplified version of the
iFlow model described in Section 6.1.2 (Dijkstra et al., 2017). Model output analyses also complete
the conclusions drawn from the analysis of hydrodynamic field data from the monitoring network by
Navarro et al. (2011).

6.2.3. Microplastic dynamics

Similarly to what occurs in many estuarine systems, studies regarding MP pollution within the
GRE are still scarce to have a full picture of the spatio-temporal variability of MP concentration and
unambiguously trace MPs back to their sources. Nevertheless, there are a few notable exceptions.
López-López et al. (2011) identified the urban area of the city of Seville, which hosts over 1 million
inhabitants, the minor tributary river Guadaira, and the agricultural activities carried out in the
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middle part of the GRE as main pollution inputs to the estuary. These authors did not explicitly
consider pollution due to MPs, although a substantial contribution of MPs to the estuary is expected
from these sources. First assessments of the abundance of MPs in the Gulf of Cádiz pointed to the
GRE as one of the greatest contributors of MPs and suggested focusing future monitoring efforts in
this area (Quintana Sepúlveda et al., 2020). Bermúdez et al. (2021) also pointed to urban activity
and the intense agricultural activity developed in the Guadalquivir River catchment and near the
margins of the estuary itself as potential sources that would explain the temporal variability of MP
items in water samples. In fact, plastic sheeting over crops near the estuary covers nearly 8000
ha. The observed temporal variability in the number concentration of MP items showed a positive
relationship with local rainfall events when there were no significant discharges from the head dam at
Alcalá del Río. The predominant MPs types identified in the samples were low-density polyethylene
film-type particles, most likely derived from bags and flexible packaging, according to these authors.
González-Ortegón et al. (2022) reported on MP concentration values along the inner and outer
shelf of the Gulf of Cádiz. These authors found the highest concentrations of MPs near the mouths
of the Guadiana and Guadalquivir estuaries, showing concentrations of 64.6 and 130.5mg ·m−3,
respectively. Specifically, values obtained near the GRE mouth represented approximately 8 times
the mean MPs concentration along the continental shelf. They identified irregular shaped items
like brittle fragments and films, which apparently agrees with observed shapes within the estuary
by Bermúdez et al. (2021) and also seems to corroborate the hypothesis of an estuary acting as a
significant source of MPs to shelf waters.

Regarding the processes controlling the MP longitudinal transport in the GRE, combined
approaches of observations and modelling are showing promising results. Bermúdez et al. (2021)
analysed MP items in water samples acquired during spring tides at two locations in the lower part
of the GRE (Stations 0 and 1 in Figure 17). The analyses allowed the authors to validate a model in
order to quantify the along-estuary transport and identify potential hot-spots of MPs (EMPM31), as
well as estimate the relative influence of density-driven, wind-driven, and tidal straining circulation
on the EMPM formation. According to the observed types of MP, these authors chose a rising
velocity of 4.6mm · s−1, typical for polyethylene film-type particles of 2.3mm (Waldschlager et al.,
2020).

31Term defined in Section 2
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Figure 18: Panel a: Net transport of MPs (black dot line curve), which is comprised by the superposition of the
gravitational circulation (yellow curve), river flow (blue curve), tidal straining (red curve), and wind-induced transports
(blue curve). Black arrows indicate the transport direction. Panel b: colour plot of the 2DV normalised suspended
MP concentration for normal conditions in the GRE.

The modelling results showed that the (local) wind-induced circulation within the estuary seems
to be negligible, at least compared to the other contributions (Figure 18.a). The river flow dominates
the circulation in the upper half of the estuary, thereby inducing a unidirectional residual down-
estuary flow. On the seaward side of the estuary, the density-driven flow controls the circulation
near the mouth. This is induced by a (classical) exchange flow32. Where the salinity gradient is
higher during normal conditions of river flow, between km 10 and 40, the gravitational circulation
contribution is larger. Despite of that, the circulation is dominated in that stretch by the tidal
straining contribution, which apparently opposes the gravitational circulation. The net circulation
is thus mostly comprised by the sum of the last three contributions, yet modulated by bathymetry
as shown in Figure 19, panel b.

Modelled vertical distribution of MPs inside the estuary (Figure 18.b) shows that the highest
concentrations are obtained near the surface, as expected for positive buoyancy32, low-density
particles. However, non-zero concentrations are obtained throughout the whole water column due
to turbulent tidal mixing, which is quite intense in the GRE. Bermúdez et al. (2021), following
Chubarenko et al. (2018b), indicated that, during both ebbs and floods, tidal shear stress32 is high
enough to entrain sinking MPs into the flow. The particular features of the vertically-sheared
along-channel fluxes allowed estimating the 2D equilibrium distribution of PE film MPs in the

32Term defined in Section 2
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GRE, which typically will tend to concentrate in the areas of flux convergence (Figure 18.b). The
distribution of low-density MPs concentration showed that a minor secondary EMPM was located
near the mouth, thereby indicating that a portion of items is being flushed out by the flow. The
highest amount of items per unit volume (primary EMPM) were attained more up-estuary but still
in the lower part of the estuary, around km 25, where the convergence of MP transports yields the
trapping of MPs. This formation of an EMPM indicates that not all the low-density MPs may be
flushed out of the estuary. The accumulation of low-density MPs near the ETM increases their
residence time and thus their chance to be trapped in tidal flats together with sediments or, even
more efficiently, by vegetation, due to windage or residual lateral circulation.

Remarkably, this EMPM occurs almost at the same location as one of the ETM33 reported by
Caballero et al. (2014) and Díez-Minguito et al. (2014). Figure 19 shows Hovmöller diagrams of
the total transport comprised by the non-tidal, Stokes33’, and tidal pumping33 transports (panel
a, and subpanels) and of the turbidity field (panel b). These transports, which were identified by
Díez-Minguito et al. (2014) as the main drivers of the sediment transport in the GRE, explain the
ETM formation. By analysing the tidally-averaged33 and depth-integrated suspended sediment
fluxes over time and space determined from observations, Díez-Minguito et al. (2014) pointed out
the mean advection, the tidal pumping associated with the covariance between suspended sediment
concentration and current, and the tidal Stokes transport as the main mechanisms that contribute
to longitudinal transport, and the formation of ETM in the GRE (Figure 19.a and subpanels a1, a2,
and a3). The convergence of upstream and downstream net transports (downward zero-crossings),
explains the presence of the secondary turbidity maximum located at 35 km (Figure 19.b). Díez-
Minguito et al. (2014) also computed the transports due to the M4 current-concentration interaction
and the M2 constituent alone. They found that the locations of the ETM coincide well with the
downward zero-crossings of the M2 and M4 induced transports, thereby concluding that the trapping
of suspended sediment near the ETM is thus a balance between the M2 and M4 residual transports.
These transports are main contributors to the tidal pumping. This may suggests that tidal pumping
associated with the covariance between longitudinal currents and suspended MP concentrations
is another relevant mechanism to be considered in the formation of EMPM in the Guadalquivir
estuary. In fact, the occurrence at the same locations of ETM and EMPM seems to be a feature
that is also observed in other estuaries (e.g. Cohen et al., 2019).

33Term defined in Section 2
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Figure 19: Hovmöller diagrams. Panel a shows the spatio-temporal variability of the along-channel total transport
comprised by the non-tidal (panel a1), Stokes’ (panel a2), and tidal pumping (panel a3) transports. Panel b shows
the spatio-temporal variability of the suspended sediment concentration. Dashed boxes indicate the shared areas of
between the Hovmöller diagrams in panels a and b.

6.3. Ría de Vigo

6.3.1. Site description

The Ría de Vigo is a mesotidal and partially mixed estuary located on the west coast of Galicia
(NW Spain) with a SW-NE orientation. The total surface of the estuary is approximately 176 km2,
with a length of 35 km and a width ranging from 15 km at its mouth and 600m at Rande Strait
(Figure 20). Along-channel mean-depth is about 30m, with its maximum near the mouth (40m).
The main river that flows into this estuary is the Oitavén-Verdugo River, with an average annual
discharge of 17m3.s−1. This estuary is part of a coastal upwelling ecosystem at the eastern North
Atlantic. Upwelling-favourable northerly winds prevail during the spring-summer months (April to
September), while downwelling-favourable southerly winds dominate the rest of the year (Álvarez-
Salgado et al., 2001). During upwelling episodes, the northerly winds exert southward surface
stress causing an Ekman transport offshore. The displaced surface water is replaced by the Eastern
North Atlantic Central Water, colder and nutrient-richer, and the positive estuarine circulation34 is
enhanced. The runoff of rivers is very low during this period, so vertical gradients of salinity are
weak. In contrast, thermal stratification34 is generally weak in winter, when density differences are
controlled by salinity rather than temperature. The upwelling dynamics contribute to high primary
production rates in the estuary, which allow an important shellfish exploitation activity. It is also an
area of high ecological value. The Cíes Islands, located in the mouth of the estuary, are part of the
maritime-terrestrial Natural Park of the Atlantic Islands of Galicia. The estuary is, however, also
subject to intense human pressures, as it is a very industrialised and populated zone. The city of

34Term defined in Section 2
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Vigo is the main urban area, with ∼ 294, 000 inhabitants. The Vigo WasteWater Treatment Plant
(WWTP), with a mean discharge rate of 4m3.s−1 (8m3.s−1 peak rate), and the Port of Vigo, one
of Europe’s most important fishing ports, are suspected to be major inputs of MPs into de estuary.

Carretero et al. (2022) conducted the main observational study of MP abundance in the Ria,
which analysed the concentration, size, shape and polymer35 composition in the surface waters
of three sampling stations monthly during 2017 (see Figure 20). The MP concentration values
found ranged from 4.91 to 52.0 items · km−2. The largest observed fraction of MP corresponded
to fibres (81%), followed by plastic paint sheets (11%). Fibres were suspected to enter the marine
environment from the Vigo WWTP. Paint particles, an often overlooked component of MPs (Turner,
2021), pointed to fishing and port activities, particularly boats and vessel cleaning.

Figure 20: (a) Map of the Ría de Vigo estuary showing the main rivers that flow into the estuary, the Cíes Islands
(National Park) and main urban areas (in grey), the location of the discharge of the wastewater treatment plan of
Vigo (black star), the cross-sections of the numerical model (dotted lines) and the position of the sampling stations.

6.3.2. Methods

Díez-Minguito et al. (2020) developed an idealised tidally-averaged 2D model of the Ría de Vigo
to explore the distribution of patterns of MPs during upwelling and downwelling conditions and to
elucidate the relative importance of the local wind-driven circulation, the density gradient and the
river discharge. The model is width-averaged and considers a simplified description of the geometry
based on the cross-sections depicted in Figure 20. It is forced with a freshwater discharge at the
landward boundary, as well as an along-estuary density gradient and wind profile. Microplastics are
passively transported by the water flow and dispersed by turbulent mixing, and are characterised by
a terminal velocity. Pellets, fibres and fishing line cuts, having both positive and negative buoyancy
(−20 < ws < 20mm · s−1), were the types of MPs considered.

On the other hand, Sousa et al. (2021) used a more complex numerical model, based on Delft3D
modelling framework, to identify the travel path and distribution of plastics from WWTPs sources

35Term defined in Section 2
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in the Ria. The 3D flow patterns computed with the hydrodynamic Delft3D-FLOW module were
fed into the particle-tracking module Delft3D-PART. Microplastics were represented in the model
by virtual passive particles floating on the water surface, whose transport is influenced by advection,
diffusion and setting velocity. Polypropylene microplastics of 2.5mm in length and 900 kg ·m−3 in
density were considered. A first set of simulations consisted of a 35-day run with a continuous and
constant release of MPs from the WWTPs during the first 30 days. The concentration of particles
was then analysed in a series of points along the Ría coastline. In the second set of simulations,
instantaneous releases at specific tidal conditions (ebb or flood phase, during neap or spring tides)
were considered to evaluate the tidal influence in the distribution of particles.

It is also worth noting that the field-based study of Carretero et al. (2022) spanned a whole year,
and therefore, stations were sampled under very different hydrodynamic conditions in the Ria. The
results could potentially show temporal variations at an annual scale that could, in turn, be related
to the underlying hydrodynamic drivers. However, limited insights were gained in this regard due to
high seasonal variability that was observed due to the winds, the rivers runoff, the sampling stations,
the upwelling/downwelling periods, or the industrial activities in the Ría de Vigo. Therefore the
results of this work are not discussed in the following.

6.3.3. Microplastic dynamics

The idealised model simulations of Díez-Minguito et al. (2020) showed the dominant role of the
wind-induced and the gravitational circulation in the distribution of MPs, and the minor contribution
of the river-induced circulation, during both upwelling and downwelling conditions. The competition
between these two flows mainly controls the location of the EMPM36. During upwelling conditions,
floating MP tend to be flushed out of the estuary (Figure 21.b), whereas sinking MPs remain trapped
inside (Figure 21.c). Downwelling conditions lead to a landward displacement of floating MPs in
the lower part of the Ría, where the wind effect opposes and normally exceeds that of the density
gradient. A significant fraction of MPs thus remains trapped near the Rande Strait (Figure 20).
The wind-induced flow also leads to a seaward displacement of MPs near the bottom (Figure 21
f). However, a significant fraction of MPs remains trapped near the head due to the gravitational
circulation (Figure 21 f).

The analysis of MPs trajectories from the Vigo WWTP conducted by Sousa et al. (2021) detected
the highest concentrations of MPs on the southern shore on the estuary and near the WWTP
discharge point, and the lowest concentrations in the inner part of the estuary. The tidal conditions
during the emission of MPs were found to be a key driver for MP transport and fate. During spring
tides, the percentage of MPs that crosses the estuary mouth ranged from 25% (emission of MPs
during flood) to 45% (emission during ebb), reaching open sea after 5 days 11% and 21% of the
MPs, respectively. It is worth noting that a significant proportion of MPs (24%) remained around
the Natural Reserve of Cíes Islands during ebb conditions. During neap tides, MP movement in the
longitudinal direction of the estuary appears to be very limited, and the percentage of MPs that
crossed the estuary mouth was small both under flood and ebb tides (3.7% and 5%, respectively).
In this scenario, a significant fraction of MPs appears to move in the estuarine transverse direction
and reach the coast opposite to the WWTP.

36Term defined in Section 2
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Figure 21: Configuration of the flow during upwelling (a) and downwelling conditions (b), and corresponding
concentrations of MPs (fishing cuts) at the surface (b for upwelling and e for downwelling) and at the bottom (c for
upwelling and f for downwelling). For figures of the circulation induced by the individual drivers (density, river and
wind), the reader is referred to Díez-Minguito et al. (2020).

6.4. The Adour Estuary

6.4.1. Site description

The Adour Estuary is located in the southern Bay of Biscay (France). It extends over 70 km

up to a weir in the Adour river, while the saline intrusion is limited to 20 km. The mouth of the
estuary is subjected to a mesotidal forcing with a mean tidal range37 of 2.5m. The mean annual
river discharge is 300m3s−1, but the daily river discharge varies from 80m3.s−1 during the dry
season to more than 3000m3s−1 during strong freshets. Such forcing applied to a narrow estuary
results in a time-dependent salt-wedge estuary. Strong vertical density stratification37 develops at
flood while horizontal density gradients are produced by intense mixing periods during ebb. The
lower part of the estuary is surrounded by potential sources of MP contamination. It is encompassed
by the cities of Bayonne, Anglet and Boucau, and more than 160 outflows are spread along the last
10 km, from civil (e.g. WasteWater Treatment Plants, sewage network, rainwater network, storm
water overflows) to industrial sources, some of which release untreated wastewaters. Inside the lower
part of the estuary, there is also a harbour and a marina, which can be sources of contamination, as
well as the large fishing areas in the adjacent coastal waters.

37Term defined in Section 2
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Figure 22: Map of the Adour estuarine system. Red dot represents the position where MPs were released during the
simulation.

6.4.2. Methods

On June 6th (freshets season) and September 26th and 27th (dry season) 2019, MP samples were
collected over the tidal cycle at 5 km from the estuary mouth. Surface samplings with a manta net
were combined with pumped water samples inside the water column (about 1m below the surface
and 1m above the bed). The manta net had a rectangular opening 15 cm high by 30m wide and a
300µm mesh net, and it was equipped with a mechanical flow-metre. A 750W immersed pump was
used to collect subsurface and bottom waters, which were successively poured into sieves of 5mm

and 300µm. Microplastics were identified and separated using a Leika M165C binocular magnifier.
Dried fragments were recorded with a Zooscan device, and they were counted and measured with
Image J and Plankton identifier.

TELEMAC-MASCARET modelling system was used to explore MP dispersion into the Adour
Estuary with realistic 3D Eulerian simulations. The model was forced by a spring tide of 3.5m
amplitude and a river discharge of 100m3s−1 for the low river discharge scenarios and 600 m3/s

for the high discharge scenarios. The hydrodynamical model was calibrated and validated with
tidal gauge data, ADCP data and density profiles (Defontaine et al., 2019). Microplastics were
modelized in a similar manner as sediments, i.e. by solving an advection-diffusion equation with
an additional settling velocity. Simulations were run with three types of particles: S1 equivalent
to a polystyrene sphere of 0.5 mm with a density of 1.05 g · cm−3 (ws = 4mm · s−1), S2 equivalent
to polycaprolactone sphere of 4.9mm (ws = 127mm · s−1), and S3 a neutrally buoyant particle of
3mm (ws = 0mm · s−1). Microplastics were released on day 4 of simulation at high tide at 8 km

from the mouth of the estuary during 15 minutes.
A more complete description of the methodology can be found in Defontaine et al. (2020).

6.4.3. Microplastic dynamics

Observations have revealed that MP concentration was similar throughout the water column,
with a mean abundance of 1.13 items ·m−3. Particles collected were mostly films and fragments
and the 1− 2mm size class was the most abundant. However, size and shape distributions were
depth-variable, with smaller particles near bottom, and more films and spheres at the surface than
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inside the water column. MPs abundance in the different depths of the water column have shown
variations throughout the tidal cycle that could be attributed to tidal processes such as resuspension
and deposition mechanisms which were explored in depth with numerical simulations (Figure 24).

Numerical simulations have shown that MPs, like any particle in suspension, are very sensitive
to hydrodynamics. As expected, MPs displacements followed the tidal motion, being transported
in an oscillating manner landward and seaward. However, particle characteristics (size, density
and settling velocity) also strongly affect their dispersion. Neutrally buoyant particles (S3) are
easily flushed from the estuary, as surface waters in a time-dependent salt-wedge estuary are almost
permanently flowing out the estuary (Figure 23 i and j). On the other hand, dense microplastics
(S2) with high settling velocity sink at the level of the source point and move back and forth with
the salt-wedge displacement (Figure 23 g and h). Particles with a density higher than marine water
density and low settling velocity (S1) spread along the Adour Estuary with a variable distribution in
the water column (Figure 23 e and f). S1 particle dispersion is strongly affected by tidal mechanisms
and density field (Figure 24): during flood the turbulence is contained under the pycnocline and so
the transport in suspension (A), while ,during ebb, intense mixing periods (Ri < 0.25) spread the
particle throughout the water column (C). The deposition phase can be observed when the current
reverses and the transport capacity reduces (Ro > 2.5, B). The river flow also impacts the particle
dispersion with faster flushing during high river flow and landward displacement of particles during
low river flow. Similarly to a back and forth displacement of an ETM with the river flow, a higher
concentration of (S1) particles is localised at the estuary entrance during high river flow. In contrast,
at low river flow, the concentration is higher at 8 to 10 km from the mouth of the estuary.

In conclusion, density structure, enhanced vertical mixing, and particle characteristics (size,
settling velocity) have a major influence on MP dispersion and trapping, inducing spatial and
temporal variability of MPs abundance and distribution. Compared to many previous numerical
studies, which focused exclusively on buoyant MPs transported by surface waters, this study case
demonstrates that sinking MPs transported in suspension have a behaviour analogous to suspended
sediment in a salt-wedge estuary: transport in suspension restrained by the pycnocline, vertical
dispersion during intense mixing periods, and accumulation in convergence areas forming potential
EMPM38.

38Term defined in Section 2
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Figure 23: a) and b): longitudinal section of salinity at mid falling and rising tides. c) and d): longitudinal section
of the Richardson number40, the white line indicates the threshold value of Ri = 0.25 between stable and unstable
configurations. e) to j): longitudinal section of microplastics concentrations in g · L−1 for the three simulation runs
(S1, S2 and S3). Data were extracted about 3 h (mid ebb=left panel) and 9 h (mid flood=right panel) after the
microplastic release on Day 4 under high river discharge conditions. On longitudinal sections, the red dot indicates
the location of the microplastic release. After Defontaine et al. (2020).
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Figure 24: Time series of a) water elevation in metres, b) microplastic concentrations in grams per litre, c) Rouse
number43 and d) vertically averaged Richardson number43. The dashed lines indicate the threshold values for the
Rouse number Ro = 2.5 and the Richardson number Ri = 0.25. Data were extracted from S1 simulation in high river
flow conditions. After Defontaine et al. (2020).

7. Observation strategies and numerical simulation

7.1. Observation strategies

7.1.1. Sampling techniques

In the last decade, sampling strategies in the water compartment have been focused on floating
MPs, based on the hypothesis that light MPs float while dense MPs sink and deposit on the bed
(i.e. sediment compartment). Therefore, the most commonly used techniques for MP sampling in
seawater are nets such as manta, plankton or Neuston nets (Gallagher et al., 2016; McEachern et al.,
2019; Simon-Sánchez et al., 2019; Yonkos et al., 2014). Nets are towed at the rear of the ship during
a time and at a speed that allows a large volume of water to be filtered (Figure 25). A mechanical
flow-metre is generally fixed at the net opening to estimate the filtered water volume. A standard
300µm mesh is generally mounted on nets, leading to an underestimation of the MP contamination
as finer MPs are not sampled (Green et al., 2018; Tamminga et al., 2019). Trawling technique has
the benefit of being easily deployed in coastal areas, and estimations of the contamination are reliable
due to the high volume of water being filtered. However, such techniques are limited to sampling in
relatively clear water; otherwise, they are quickly obstructed by floating debris. Clogging of net
pores results in a decrease of the volume flow and the collection of smaller particles. Manta nets are
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relatively difficult to manipulate under rough water so their deployment requires calm conditions
(Michida et al., 2019).

Other well-known technique, increasingly used for the water column sampling, consists of pumping
and pouring water through a sequence of sieves decreasing in mesh size or filtrating water at the
laboratory (La Daana et al., 2017; Lusher et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2015). This
method allows to collect microplastics as finer as the last sieve is. The pump inlet is mounted with a
pressure sensor and weights to estimate the sampling depth reliably and ensure a vertical fall. The
volume of water to be filtered depends on the pump capacity, but it may require a couple of hours to
collect only 10m3 of water. Pumping systems may lead to underestimating large MP concentrations
due to their low abundance (Tamminga et al., 2019). Similarly, MP contamination can be estimated
using bottle samples and filtration processes (Green et al., 2018; Yan et al., 2019). Such a technique
allows one to consider the smaller size of MPs down to 5µm. However, the small water volumes
considered may neglect larger MP contamination to a greater extent than pumping systems.

Recently, new technologies appeared such as continuous-flow centrifuges and automatic samplers.
With continuous-flow centrifuges, the pumped water is introduced in the centrifuge rotor where
particles denser than the ambient water are separated. The remaining water with less dense particles
flows through sieves where smaller particles are collected. This method allows the use of very fine
mesh, down to 5µm. However it may take 3 hours to process 130L of water (Hildebrandt et al.,
2019). In situ-filtration devices or automatic samplers can also filter or collect MPs directly from
the surrounding waters, and can be mounted on CTD sampler or ROV (Choy et al., 2019; Li et al.,
2020; Liu et al., 2019; Tekman et al., 2020). In situ filtration device used in the study by Liu et al.
(2019) was composed of a high-efficiency plankton pump (30m3hr−1) combined with a 60µm mesh
bag. This new technology showed promising results in investigating MP distribution in the water
column.

The two most important parameters in MP sampling are the mesh size and the volume of sampled
water. Both parameters influence the concentration of measured MPs and the type of MPs collected.
For instance, a smaller mesh size may lead to concentrations of fibres several orders of magnitude
higher (Dris et al., 2018). The influence of the sampling volume has been outlined in the literature.
For example, (Liu et al., 2019) concluded that volume of filtered water higher than 8m3 leads to
stable results. If volumes of sampled water are small (e.g. bottle sampling), it is recommended to
implement replicates.

To date, no consensus has been found on sampling methods for MPs in the water compartment
(Table 2), although comparative studies have shown that concentration of MPs estimated with
different sampling methods can exhibit differences by orders of magnitude (Green et al., 2018).
The choice of the method depends on the study purpose, the characteristics of the study site, and
local hydrodynamics. There is a need to standardise sampling methods to allow comparison in
MP contamination. In any case, special care should be given to inadvertent contamination during
sampling. Plastic equipment should be avoided and replaced by glass or metal. Researchers should
wear cotton jackets and laboratory coats during sampling and sorting. All equipment should be
rinsed with ultra-pure water before covering with clean tinfoil. It is also recommended to take water
replicates for quality control (Ryan et al., 2020). After sampling, different processes of density
separation, filtration, sieving, visual sorting and digestion have to be carried out in the laboratory
prior to identification. Such processes will not be presented in this section; the reader can refer to
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recent reviews and comparative studies for more information (Cutroneo et al., 2020; Müller et al.,
2020; Prata et al., 2019; Stock et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020).

7.1.2. Field sampling in estuarine environment

Although there are some official recommendations and protocols to sample MPs in the surface,
water column and sediment compartments of the aquatic environment (e.g. Galgani et al., 2013),
there are no specific official recommendations to sample MPs in estuaries. Advanced knowledge
of estuarine hydrodynamics is crucial to establishing an adequate protocol. This section collects
a series of recommendations to improve the strategies of MP sampling in estuaries based on the
estuarine dynamics discussed in previous Sections.

Estuarine dynamics largely varies over various time and space scales that should be considered
when planning a sampling protocol. Temporal scales such as the tidal cycle, fortnightly cycle, and
seasonal variability related to river discharge, wind, or waves should be considered. Microplastic
concentrations and dynamics can also vary over the different estuarine regions. As shown in sections
5 and 6, mechanisms such as flow convergence, tidal pumping44, stratification44 and turbulence may
accumulate MPs in EMPM44or disperse them depending on the type of estuary, the estuarine region,
and the type of particle (Figure 12). Sampling MPs at different locations in the same estuary is
thus recommended to (1) identifying potential EMPM; (2) distinguishing eventual local processes
from general trends; (3) understand the relative importance of physical processes at all the estuarine
regions.

The complex 3D hydrodynamics in estuaries induces the need to sample the full water column at
relatively short intervals to capture variability at tidal and higher frequencies, similarly as suspended
sediment concentrations. Short intervals of time are hardly compatible with collecting large volumes
of water to have reliable MP concentrations for all the types of MPs. If trawling techniques benefit
from filtering large volumes of water, they are challenging to deploy in estuaries where commercial
navigation and recreational activities are intense and tidal currents can be strong and highly variable.
Moreover, trawling techniques are generally limited to the surface. On the other hand, pumping
techniques may easily sample at different depths. However, it generally requires a couple of hours to
collect a volume of water sufficient to have reliable estimation of MP contamination. A compromise
between time resolution and reliability on MP concentrations has to be reached depending on the
study aim, local hydrodynamics and the selected technology.

Microplastics dispersion is intrinsically linked to their buoyancy44 and thus to the ambient water
density. In estuaries, water density is highly variable in time and space due to mixing/stratification44

between salty marine water and fresh riverine water. Collecting additional observations of physical
parameters simultaneously to MP sampling would be recommended. For example, conductivity,
temperature and current velocities allow estimating the ambient water density and analysing the
physical processes. Wind intensity and direction may also impact the dispersion and mixing of
floating MPs and generate areas of accumulation (Browne et al., 2010). Measuring wind conditions
during the sampling days would be therefore advised. In addition, one common feature in estuaries
is the ETM44. In such highly turbid areas, or during algae blooms, the choice of the finer mesh size
for filtration should take into account the sediment/algae concentration to avoid clogging fine sieves

44Term defined in Section 2
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(Dris et al., 2018; Sadri and Thompson, 2014), keeping in mind that replacing one sieve during the
sampling process is not straightforward.

Finally, it should be noted that estuaries are generally densely populated areas and MP pollution
can be strongly correlated to the size and proximity of the urban areas (Gago et al., 2015; Lebreton
et al., 2017; Naidoo et al., 2015; Rodrigues et al., 2019; Yonkos et al., 2014). The choice of the
sampling locations should also consider the multiple local sources of MPs that can be found in
estuaries: wastewater treatment plants, sewage network, rainwater network, port/marina, industries,
densely populated areas, etc. The proximity to such sources may largely impact the estimation of
the contamination. To avoid such local effects, the sampling point should be placed away from any
source of MPs, unless the aim of the study is to estimate the contribution of specific sources.

Figure 25: Schematic representation of the most commonly used techniques for MP sampling and the key processes
affecting MP distribution and therefore the sampling strategy in estuarine environments (After Defontaine and
Jalón-Rojas, submitted)

.
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7.2. Numerical simulations

Numerical modelling is cheaper and faster than conducting field studies. It allows the analysis
of meteorological and oceanographic conditions that did not occur during the observation period,
the assessment of retrospective or prospective conditions, and testing hypotheses on MP dynamics.
However, this approach is also subject to uncertainties derived from the model structure, assumptions,
and setup (e.g. schematisation, time resolution,...), the parameter choice or the reliability of forcing
data, and requires careful calibration with field data.

Process-based models are routinely applied to study hydrodynamic and transport processes in
estuaries. Specific models of plastic abundance and distribution in these environments are instead
in their infancy, but they are developing rapidly by thriving on the modelling of sediments, water or
pollutant transport. These models can be divided into idealised or exploratory models and complex
numerical models.

Idealised models include important simplifications in the model dimensions (typically 1D or 2D),
the number of processes considered, and their parameterisations (see sketch in Fig. 17.b). Their
schematisations allow for quick solutions, often analytic or semi-analytic, with a light CPU demand.
These models are primarily intended to investigate the role of individual processes and the sensitivity
to parameter variations on the MP distribution. In particular, identifying relevant physical processes
is much more straightforward than with complex numerical models but the spatial and temporal
detail is much lower. The studies in the Garonne Tidal river with iFLow (Jalón-Rojas et al., 2021)
and the Ría de Vigo with the model of Díez-Minguito et al. (2020), presented in sections 6.1 and
6.3, fit into this category.

More complex numerical modelling approaches have also been applied to study MP transport
and accumulation in estuarine environments. These approaches consider a fully three-dimensional
representation of the flow, realistic geometries and bathymetries, and state-of-the-art parametrisations
of as many physical processes as possible. They are intended to reproduce accurately and with
a sufficient level of detail the hydrodynamic behaviour of the estuarine system and the transport
processes therein. They allow a straightforward comparison with field data while, at the same
time, can be used to fill data gaps in the absence of observations. On the other hand, this kind of
model is very CPU intensive, limiting the number of simulations, and its complex setup hinders the
identification of physical mechanisms driving the main trends. The studies in the Adour Estuary
with TELEMAC model (Defontaine et al., 2020) and the Ría de Vigo with Delft3D model (Sousa
et al., 2021), shown in Sections 6.4 and 6.3, correspond to this approach.

Complex numerical models can be based on two approaches: the Eulerian framework (e.g. Adour
Estuary case) and the Lagrangian framework (e.g. Ría de Vigo case with Delft3D model). The
Eulerian framework calculates concentration values in a grid. Numerical models of suspended
sediment transport can also be used to simulate the transport of MPs. This approach is particularly
interesting in estuaries, in which sinking, deposition and resuspension processes are fundamental.
However, some model parameterizations such as terminal velocity or bed shear stress should be
adapted to the dynamical behaviour of MPs as explained in Section 4.

The Lagrangian framework has been largely used to compute the trajectories of MPs at the
ocean scale as they are particularly relevant to evaluate source-to-sink relationships (review by
Hardesty et al., 2017). In these models, the motion of particles is typically decomposed into
a deterministic component representing the advection of particles by currents, and a turbulent
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unresolved component. The deterministic component uses (pre-computed) Eulerian velocity data
usually derived from numerical hydrodynamic models. The unresolved contribution has to be
modelled by stochastic terms such as random walk approaches. The majority of the existing
applications of Lagrangian models at the ocean or regional scales focus on floating MPs and assume
that they behave as passive tracers drifting within the surface layer. This assumption is particularly
constraining in estuarine systems which are characterised by strong vertical dynamics. Nevertheless,
more and more applications are considering the three-dimensional transport of MPs. For example,
the TrackMPD model considers a wide range of transport mechanisms that are essential in estuaries
(i.e., sinking, deposition, resuspension, bedload transport, beaching and re-floating), as well as
empirical formulations to consider the impact of biofouling45 on the sinking behaviours (Jalón-Rojas
et al., 2019a, 2022).

8. Conclusions and outlook

This Chapter addressed the most important concepts and recent developments in microplastic
(MP) dynamics and transport in estuaries. The main transport mechanisms were reviewed while
highlighting the crucial role of the particle physical properties and their intrinsic evolution on the
MP dynamical behaviour. Then, the typical temporal scales of estuarine variability and the main
hydrodynamic processes governing the transport of MPs are presented and illustrated through four
case studies, which ranged from well-mixed to strongly stratified systems.

Overall, a concise foundation of this young yet rapidly growing research field is provided. It is
intended for the interdisciplinary community studying plastic pollution in estuaries, from academic
researchers to advanced students, as well as for coastal and resources managers. Accordingly, a
summary of the main conclusions and future perspectives on this field is provided.

• The heterogeneous nature of MPs in terms of density, size, and shape lead to distributions
of their dynamical properties, such as sinking or rising terminal velocities or critical shear
stress. Consequently, MPs entering an estuary may have different dynamical behaviour and
be affected by different physical processes. In addition, the physical and dynamical properties
of MP can evolve with the time spent in the aquatic environment due to weathering and
aggregation processes. In particular, biofouling can significantly modify terminal velocities by
increasing density, modifying the particle sinking orientation, or inducing motion instability.
Small MP can also flocculate with sediments and behave as sediment flocs.

• Hydrodynamic processes driving MP transport in estuaries are induced by deterministic
(semidiurnal or diurnal tides, spring-neap tides) and stochastic (river flow, wind, waves)
environmental forcings. As a result, estuarine MP dynamics are complex, non-linear, and
strongly variable over time scales ranging from seconds to years. This complexity is enhanced
by the variety of MP sources and their intrinsic temporal variabilities. Despite the complexity
and non-linear interactions, hydrodynamic processes can be classified into intratidal and
subtidal (or tidally-averaged/residual) time scales. Intratidal variability is mainly related to
tidal wave propagation and its interactions with the estuary geometry and river discharge.

45Term defined in Section 2
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Residual circulation can be induced by non-linearities in tidal propagation, tidal rectification
processes, tidal and internal asymmetries, tidal pumping, Stokes drift, river-induced circulation,
gravitational circulation and wind-driven circulation. The relative importance of these processes
can vary seasonally and even interannually with river discharge and wind variability.

• Understanding and predicting the source-sink transitions at the continuum river-estuary-ocean
is a major challenge for scientists. Microplastic dispersion and transport trends are site-specific
and highly dependent on their physical properties. In general, low-density floating MPs
tend to be flushed seaward or accumulate at the lower estuarine reaches, while high-density
sinking floating MPs tend to accumulate at the upper reaches. However, the spectrum of
MP behaviour in a same estuary may be as wide-ranging as the variety of MPs present in
the environment. Other than physical properties, the relative importance of hydrodynamic
processes in the transport of MPs depends on the particular biomorphological setting of the
estuary and the spatio-temporal variability of marine, atmospheric and fluvial forcing. Some
examples addressed in this chapter are:

– in a convergent tidal-dominated well-mixed estuary such as the Garonne Tidal River and
the Guadalquivir Estuary, tidal pumping generated from tidal asymmetry is the main
mechanism leading to landward transport, while river flow-induced circulation dominates
the seaward transport.

– in a mesotidal partially-mixed Estuary such as the Ría de Vigo, wind-induced and
gravitational circulations control the distribution of MPs

– in a mesotidal salt-wedge estuary such as the Adour River, river flow-induced circulation
and the variations of the stratification and therefore the mixing conditions over the tidal
cycle control in a large extent MP transport.

• However, the estuarine parameter space explored is still limited in the literature. The
contribution of ephemeral estuaries to the balance of MPs released from land to the oceans is
largely unexplored. Although this type of estuaries shows run-offs subject to strong low flows,
González-Fernández et al. (2021) point to small estuaries as first-order pathways of MP to the
ocean. Seasonal inputs from small agricultural drainage basins to (e.g.) the Mediterranean
are thought to constitute a significant fraction of the total amount of MP items recorded.

• The physical integrity and mechanical properties of MP can be modified by biogeochemical and
physical processes that operate on time scales similar to those of the hydrodynamic processes
that transport them. This can critically influence the balance between erosion, transport and
deposition processes and therefore the fate of MP. For instance, floating particles advected
seaward near the surface may sink due to biofouling and be trapped in estuarine sediments
before being flushed out to the ocean. This poses a real challenge for the accurate modelling
of their transport and identification of accumulation points. Future numerical simulations
should put special focus on the parameterisation of biochemical processes or the coupling of
biochemical and transport models.
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• Hot spots of MPs or EMPM46 are expected to be generated in estuaries in a similar way than
ETM46. The modelling of MP distribution in four different estuaries presented in this Chapter
suggest that this can be a common feature of estuaries. Trapping physical processes includes
gravitational circulation, tidal pumping, tidal straining, Stokes drift, wind-driven circulations
and Eddy viscosity-shear covariance. For example, gravitational and wind-driver circulation
may play a key role on partially-mixed estuaries, while tidal pumping can lead MP trapping at
macrotidal well-mixed estuaries. In salt-wedge estuaries, the turbulence damping by density
stratification induces the sinking of negatively-buoyant MPs, resulting in an accumulation at
the lower water column. Other than hot-spots, the assessment of MP crossroads crossroad
regions through which large amounts of MPs flow is a promising research line (Baudena et al.,
2022).

• The position and dynamics of the EMPM might be similar to those of the ETM in some
estuaries, particularly for sinking small MPs with similar properties as fine sediments. However,
the EMPM may even overlap the ETM for other types of MPs in some estuaries. In addition,
the high rates of flocculation of the finer fraction of MPs imply that the ETM and its associated
bottom fluid could have a relevant role in trapping small MP in estuaries. On the other hand,
bed sediments also affect MP erosion rates through the "hiding-exposure effect". Modelling
together sediments and MPs is therefore a promising strategy to pinpoint MP hotspots in
estuaries.

• Estuaries, and particularly intertidal zones and bottom sediment pools, may be important
sinks of MPs. Vegetation can also significantly contribute to plastic straining and accumulation
at intertidal zones. The assessment of the relative role of the different environmental forcings
(e.g. wind, river discharge, waves) affecting MP beaching and remobilization to water can
become a complex task since such forcings are controlled by the same large-scale atmospheric
forcing. Nevertheless, wind direction and strength seem to play a crucial role in beaching
at different estuarine regions. Tide and floods events may favour both MP straining and
remobilization at intertidal zones and riverbanks.

• Understanding lateral and vertical MP fluxes in estuaries require further understanding of
beaching, deposition, resuspension and burial processes and the development of formulations
of erosion and deposition that consider the dependency on changing conditions. In particular,
research on burial process is scarce and deserve further attention. High-resolution sediments
cores could give insight into historical burial rates and the long-term evolution of MP pollution
in estuaries. Moreover, the potential influence of buried MP in the cohesion of estuarine
soils and morphology is yet to be determined and a promising research line. The potential
environmental risks due to plastic accumulation deserve attention in future research, which
could involve the inventory and analysis of stranded plastics.

• Estuaries can also be sources of ocean MPs. River floods are expected to be a major contributor
of MP pollution to coastal and ocean waters due to the higher flushing capacity of the estuaries,
the enhanced remobilization from riverbanks, and the higher MP input via runoff, and should

46Term defined in Section 2
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be monitored accordingly. In general, the estimation of MP fluxes should take into account
the three-dimensional structure of the flow and cover whole tidal cycles to take into account
the residual transport. Fluxes calculations using a single station at a given instant can bias
the estimations.

• Sampling strategy should consider the typical time scales of estuarine variability (intratidal,
fortnightly cycle, and seasonal variability), the water column, and different estuarine regions.
Sampling MP concentrations at different locations and water depths is recommended to (1)
identifying potential EMPM; (2) distinguishing eventual local processes from general trends;
(3) understand the MP distribution and the relative importance of physical processes along
the estuarine axis. These requirements are challenging as sampling at short intervals of time
are hardly compatible with collecting large volumes of water to have representative samples of
MPs in term of concentrations and MP diversity. It is also costly in terms of time and human
resources. A compromise between time resolution and reliability on MP concentrations has to
be reached depending on the study aim, local hydrodynamics, and the selected technology.

• Process-based models are powerful tools to understand and predict MPs dispersion in estuaries.
This tool allows filling the gaps in observations by simulating a wide range of meteorological
and oceanographic conditions, testing hypothesis on MP dynamics, and assessing retrospective
and prospective conditions. However, numerical simulations are subject to uncertainties
derived from the model structure, assumptions and setup, the parameter choice, or the
reliability of forcing data, requiring careful calibration with field data. Idealised simple
models are particularly pertinent to investigate the role of individual processes and the
sensitivity to parameter variations on the MP distribution. More complex numerical modelling
approaches (Eulerian or Lagrangian) are intended to reproduce accurately transport trends
and MPs distributions. Improved simulations are expected in the near future by improving
the reproduction of hydrodynamics and the parameterisation of processes such as erosion and
beaching, integrating the effect of biochemical processes, and considering the water density
variability on settling velocity, among others.

Significant advances and new insights from different scientific disciplines on the transport of
microplastic debris in estuaries are expected in the following few years.
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